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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY OF OVERWINTERING AND COLD-ADAPTED 
ARTHROPODS 
Given their abundance and diversity, arthropods are an excellent system to investigate 
biological responses to winter. Winter conditions are being majorly impacted by climate 
change, and therefore understanding the overwintering biology of arthropods is critical 
for predicting ecological responses to climate change. In Chapters 2 and 3, I investigate 
the winter biology of a winter-active wolf spider. I show that winter-active spiders can 
take advantage of periodic prey resources and grow in the winter, which may allow them 
to get a jumpstart on spring reproduction. I also investigate spiders’ ability to track 
changes in their environment by quantifying low temperature thresholds associated with 
simulated winter warming and show that winter warming may make spiders more 
susceptible to extreme cold events. In Chapter 4, I address ecological factors that 
influence the distribution of an Antarctic insect, showing that population density is 
primarily regulated by the availability of key resources. Finally, I designed a laboratory 
module for an introductory science course that incorporates principles of phenotypic 
plasticity and climate change to illustrate biological responses to climate change. Taken 
together, these studies improve our understanding of the overwintering physiology and 
ecology of arthropods, with wide applications including biological control, spatial 
ecology, and pedagogy.   
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 Responses of Arthropods to Temperature 
Environmental variability and the ways in which organisms respond are important to 
a wide range of disciplines, including physiology, ecology and evolution. For ectotherms, 
particularly arthropods, environmental temperature directly influences their physiology 
(Denlinger & Lee, 2010), including locomotion and energy reserves (Hahn & Denlinger, 
2007; 2011), which can lead to changes in behavior and activity level (Jiao et al., 2009). 
Therefore, temperature can indirectly influence life-history changes (Bale & Hayward, 
2010) and distribution (Overgaard & MacMillan, 2017).   
 Winter Season 
Arthropods across the globe may spend more than half their lives dealing with low 
temperatures and other stresses of overwintering (Williams et al., 2015). The winter season, 
characterized by low temperatures, as well as decreased water and nutrient availabilities, 
varies geographically more than summer conditions (Bonan, 2015). Thus, the winter 
season can influence biological processes, such as individual performance, community 
composition and ecological interactions, more strongly than the warmer growing seasons 
(Bonan, 2015). Changes in winter temperature can have cascading effects from impacts 
due to cold injury, energy balance and community interactions (Williams et al., 2015). 
While there has been considerable effort to understand arthropod overwintering in a wide 
range of disciplines (Denlinger & Lee, 2010), outside of a few well-studied models, many 
aspects are still poorly understood.   
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 Climate Change 
The need to understand arthropod responses to winter, and overall changes to thermal 
regimes, is important when taking climate change into consideration. Many studies have 
demonstrated the effects of climate change on the phenology and physiology of organisms, 
as well as changes in distribution and range shift of species (Root et al., 2003; Walther, 
2004).  These responses of single organisms are connected through interactions with others 
and influence on linkages of ecological networks that may themselves amplify the direct 
effects of climate change (Walther, 2010). In cases where the proximate causes are known, 
many biological responses to climate change are driven by changes in the winter condition 
(e.g. Crozier, 2004; Williams et al., 2015). Compared to growing seasons, the winter 
months are experiencing drastic shifts, including increased average temperatures (IPCC, 
2013), increased heterogeneity of temperatures of local habitats (Walther et al., 2002) and 
increased intensity of extreme weather events such as cold snaps and warm spells as well 
as blizzards and droughts (Wang & Dillon, 2014; Knapp et al., 2008; Easterling et al., 
2000). All of these changes make winter temperature regimes less consistent, subjecting 
arthropods to stressors beyond normal conditions.  
 Individual Physiological Responses to Low Temperature 
Responses to low temperature are a key component of fitness for arthropods 
(Andersen et al., 2015). Arthropods are ectotherms, meaning changes to the ambient 
temperature can have drastic effects on their physiology. Low temperatures can directly 
influence cellular injury and death, as well as ability to maintain locomotion, and indirectly 
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influence energy reserves, metabolism and growth rates. Taken together, these influences 
determine the survival and fitness of arthropods during the winter season.   
 Direct Responses to Low Temperature 
There are many direct effects of low temperature on biological processes in 
arthropods. Survival at low temperatures can be determined by the cold tolerance strategy 
of the arthropod. Arthropods are generally categorized as chill-susceptible, freeze-
intolerant or freeze-tolerant (Sinclair et al., 2015). Chill-susceptible arthropods are killed 
by cold, having very little tolerance for any temperature drops (Bale, 1993; Sinclair et al., 
2015). Freeze-intolerant arthropods can survive cold, but not internal ice formation.  These 
species maintain their body fluids in a supercooled state below the melting point to prevent 
ice nucleation (Salt, 1961; Sinclair et al., 2015). Freeze-tolerant species can tolerate cold 
and internal ice formation.   
While these strategies are separate, it is crucial to note there is variation within each 
category. For instance, in the freeze-tolerant Antarctic midge, Belgica antarctica (Diptera: 
Chironomidae), can either freeze internally, or supercool its body fluids to prevent freezing.  
Similarly, within the wolf spider family, Lycosidae (Araneae), all species are freeze-
intolerant, but with two distinct classes of freeze-intolerant “hardiness”. The more hardy 
species group can seasonally depress their supercooling point (SCP), or the temperature 
where internal freezing occurs, and the less hardy group cannot.   
Locomotion is directly influenced by temperature, and thermal minima and maxima 
determine the thermal performance range of an organism. The critical thermal maximum 
(CTmax) is the highest temperature at which locomotion can occur, while the critical thermal 
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minimum (CTmin) is the lowest. In low temperatures, many arthropods enter a state of 
reversible paralysis, called chill coma, once below this CTmin threshold. Thus, at low 
temperatures, many arthropods cease movement, but once temperatures rewarm, 
locomotion commences. However, there are adaptations that aid in survival at low 
temperatures that can hinder locomotion at low temperatures. Cryoprotectants are small 
molecular-weight molecules, mostly sugars and polyols, that decrease the melting point, 
lowering the temperature at which internal freezing occurs (Salt, 1961). Accumulation of 
cryoprotectants can help prevent freezing, as well as enhance survival at low temperature 
by preventing injury of cold to cells and other internal structures. However, accumulation 
of cryoprotectants is energetically costly and can be incompatible with locomotion due to 
increasing the viscosity of the hemolymph (Vanin et al., 2008). While not important for 
arthropods undergoing dormancy or diapause, where movement is not necessary, for other 
winter-active arthropods, such as the Lycosid spiders, cryoprotectants could prevent 
movement necessary for winter survival.   
 Indirect Responses to Low Temperatures 
While temperatures directly influence the survival and locomotion of arthropods, it 
can have indirect effects on their energy reserves. During winter, low temperatures results 
in decreased energy expenditure through lowered respiration rates and metabolic processes, 
but also results in limited nutrients available in the environment due to limited presence of 
flora and fauna. To cope with this lack of food, and the energetic demands of overwintering, 
most arthropods accumulate energy stores in the warmer growing seasons and enter a state 
of dormancy during winter until favorable conditions return (Hahn & Denlinger, 2007; 
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2011).  Much is known on the energetics of dormant arthropods (Hahn & Denlinger, 2007; 
2011). However, there are several arthropods that maintain winter-activity, continuing to 
actively forage and grow, utilizing a niche with limited competitors but limited food 
supply.  For these arthropods, outside of more northern latitude examples that take 
advantage of subnivean, or snow-covered, spaces, little is known in terms of energetics and 
growth rates.   
Insect arthropods store and use three main classes of energy reserves: lipids, 
carbohydrates and proteins. Lipids are the main source of stored energy (Hahn & 
Denlinger, 2007; 2011). For arthropods going into dormancy for the winter, many species 
will accumulate greater lipid reserves prior to the winter, or divert nutrients away from 
growth in favor of storage of lipids (Hahn & Denlinger, 2011). Carbohydrates are used as 
an energy source, but also function as the starting material for many cryoprotectants 
(Storey & Storey, 1991). Thus, many overwintering arthropods accumulate carbohydrate 
reserves to maintain energy and cryoprotectants for the winter. Finally, proteins are used 
for tissue growth, but also can provide an energy source (Hahn & Denlinger, 2011). They 
may also have a role in cryoprotection (Dumann, 1979; Morgan & Chippendale, 1983; 
Jaenicke et al., 1990).   
Arthropods that are active during the winter must maintain these three 
macronutrient energy reserves. Arthropods often take advantage of warm winter days to 
replenish energy (e.g., Mercer et al., 2019), although winter feeding comes with risks.  Gut 
particles can function as ice nucleators that increase internal freezing by catalyzing ice 
formation (Dumann et al., 1991; Bale, 2002; Lundheim, 2002). To prevent nucleation, 
many arthropods will void their guts or enter a state of starvation (Somme, 1982; Duman 
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et al., 1991). Thus, there is a trade-off between winter activity and growth and cold 
susceptibility that likely drives the evolution of winter activity in arthropods.   
 Winter activity in Arthropods  
Little information is available on the energetics of winter-active arthropods. Most 
of the studied winter-active arthropods live in buffered microhabitats, such as the 
subnivean space under snow, or under rocks and logs, thus never experiencing significant 
temperature variation in winter. However, there are several examples of winter-active 
arthropods that are active on the snow surface or in temperate environments that receive 
little snowfall. Lycosid spiders (Araneae) are opportunistic predators on mild winter days 
(Huhnta & Viramo, 1979; Aitchison, 1984; Korenko & Pekar, 2010), and winter feeding 
is hypothesized to support higher metabolism and winter growth (Aitchison, 1984). 
Decreased prey availability, primarily limited to Collembola and Dipterans, may be offset 
by reduced competition for these resources (Schaefer, 1977; Kirchner, 1987). Therefore, 
successful foraging and winter growth would provide a competitive advantage and improve 
reproductive fitness in the spring (Gunnarsson, 1988). However, successful forging would 
depend on the spiders’ ability to maintain locomotion and prevent freezing during very low 
temperature days.    
The winter-active, freeze-intolerant wolf spider, Schizocosa stridulans (Araneae: 
Lycosidae) is an abundant leaf litter predator common to forests of the southeastern 
deciduous Nearctic (Stratton, 1991). Members of this genus have been studied for courtship 
behaviors (eg. Clark et al., 2011; Uetz & Roberts, 2002), predator dynamics (Toft & Wise, 
1999; Wise & Chen, 1999), and ecosystem processes (Lensing & Wise, 2006). However, 
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there is little information on their cold hardiness and winter-feeding ecology. From a 
previous study Whitney et al.  (2014) found no evidence of seasonal supercooling point 
depression and no effect of feeding on the supercooling point. However, the effects of low 
temperature on both direct and indirect biological responses of the spider, including the 
effect of thermal regime change on locomotion (CTmin) and energetic reserves, as well as 
weight gain and cryoprotectant accumulation are currently unknown.   
 Ecological Responses to Low Temperatures 
In habitats across the globe, arthropods spend a large proportion of their life in an 
overwintering stage, surviving low temperatures and other environmental stressors 
associated with winter (Leather et al., 1993; Sinclair et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015). 
Thus, responses to low temperatures are a key component of fitness, through both direct 
and indirect effects on biological processes, as described above. Temperature is also one 
of the best determinants of an arthropod’s distribution (Andersen et al., 2015). Species 
distributions are dependent on the interactions between physical, chemical and biological 
factors (Hughes et al., 1997; Westgate et al., 2014), and temperature can influence all of 
these. Climatic features like temperature, moisture, and other biological factors such as 
availability of nutrients and interactions between species can have strong influences on the 
distribution and ecological responses of plants and animals (Guisan & Thuiler, 2005). 
Understanding the current distribution of species will allow us to make predictions to how 
perturbations to ecosystems will influence future distributions and overall biodiversity 
(Loreau, 2001).   
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 Antarctic Arthropod Ecosystems 
The habitats of terrestrial Antarctica are characterized by extreme abiotic factors of 
low temperature and limited water and nutrient availabilities (Convey, 1997), resulting in 
reduced biodiversity relative to other ecosystems (Convey & Stevens, 2007). Thus, it has 
been historically hypothesized that abiotic conditions determine species distributions and 
abundances more than biotic interactions. Temperature and water availability have 
historically been considered the primary drivers of terrestrial communities (Kennedy, 
1993; Convey, 1996; Hogg et al., 2006; Sinclair et al. 2006; Bissett et al. 2014; Chown & 
Convey, 2016). Recent evidence contradicts this long-held hypothesis, however. New 
studies have shown a trophic cascade, stemming from penguin or seal colonies that are rich 
in nitrogen concentration, positively influence cryptogam (moss and algae) abundance and 
their nutrient concentrations, as well as microarthropod abundance (Bokhorst et al., 2019). 
Plants in these regions tends to be nitrogen limited in their growth (Wasley et al., 2006), 
and penguin colonies and seal rookeries greatly increase the availability of nitrogen for 
cryptogams. Thus, microarthropods, which often consume cryptogams as a food source, 
are also positively associated with vertebrate-deposited nitrogen. 
The terrestrial arthropod communities of Antarctica are limited to three true insects, 
approximately 15 species of Collembola and 50 species of free-living mites (Convey, 
2011). Of these, the midge Belgica antarctica (Diptera: Chironomidae) is Antarctica’s only 
endemic insects and is found exclusively on offshore islands along the west coast of the 
Antarctic Peninsula. There is substantial variation in population density for this species, 
and across its range there is also considerable variation in biotic and abiotic factors that 
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may influence its distribution. The midge is typically found associated with plant material, 
such as algae, grass or moss in areas near nutrient-enriched soils near nesting birds or seals 
(Peckham, 1971), but studies investigating its large variation in spatial distribution and 
abundance are limited.   
 Midge system to understand factors influencing species distribution  
By investigating the fine-scale spatial distribution of the Antarctic midge, Belgica 
antarctica, I aimed to identity the influence of both abiotic and biotic factors on its 
population densities across the Antarctic peninsula. Global climate change is having 
unprecedented effects on ecosystems, particularly in the polar regions, with increased mean 
air temperatures, changes in precipitation regimes, and increased variability in temperature 
and overall weather patterns (Turner et al., 2014). Species within these communities differ 
in their responses to this environmental variability, with some showing little to no response 
(Mulder et al., 2017), while other species show dramatic changes in life history, activity 
and/or phenology (Convey et al., 2002). These shifts brought on by climate change can 
alter the structure and function of biological communities. A better understanding of the 
community-level responses to climate change is essential, because the structure and 
composition of communities contribute to ecosystem function, and how they will tolerate 
future conditions (Koltz et al., 2018).  
 Climate Change Pedagogy 
Climate change is altering our planet at unprecedented rates. There is now ample 
evidence that the changes, including temperature and precipitation regime alterations, are 
affecting a broad range of organisms with diverse distributions (Walther, 2002). While we 
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as scientists are currently devoting much effort to understand the mechanisms and effects 
these cascading changes will have on current and future distributions of species, we also 
need to develop appropriate curriculum and pedagogy to effectively teach the next 
generation of scientists.  With education being the key to sustainability (Perkins et al., 
2018), science educators will play a central role in shaping a nation of citizens capable of 
understanding and making informed decisions about climate change (Hestness et al., 2018).  
Therefore, as a future educator, I have taken it upon myself to increase our current 
pedagogy on climate change using the various aspects of my research expertise.   
 
 Goals and Objectives 
The goal of my research was to expand our current understanding of the role low 
temperature plays on individual physiological responses and ecological interactions.  I used 
two different systems of cold-adapted arthropods to achieve this goal. The first system, a 
freeze-intolerant but winter-active arthropod, the wolf spider Schizocosa stridulans, was 
investigated for its individual physiological response to the winter season and how varying 
thermal conditions as predicted by climate change may influence these biological 
processes. The second, a freeze-tolerant polar arthropod, the Antarctic midge, Belgica 
antarctica, was investigated for its relationships to ecological factors to better understand 
its fine-scale spatial distribution and how organisms in these ecosystems may respond to 
environmental perturbations. Therefore, this research addresses both questions of 
individual response to low temperatures, and ecological networks between abiotic and 
biotic conditions, all taken with consideration that climate change can alter these biological 
processes. I addressed these research goals through the completion of three main 
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objectives. In Chapter 2, I described the influence of a typical winter season on individual 
physiological responses of S. stridualans. In Chapter 3, I took this information one step 
further, and manipulated spiders in the lab under varying thermal regimes as predicted by 
climate change models with the objective to understand the role winter warming may play 
on the spider’s ability to survive and maintain winter activity and growth. In Chapter 4, I 
describe how a polar insect is distributed in its environment, and what roles abiotic and 
biotic influences play on its population density. Finally, in Chapter 5, I use my knowledge 
of climate change and responses of insects to low temperatures in a classroom setting.  
Here, I describe a laboratory module designed to educate students on the acclimation of 
insects to varying temperatures and how climate change may influence their future 
survival. In the final chapter, I discuss the conclusions and findings of my research of cold-
adapted arthropods and provide future directions for my field and winter physio-ecology 
on a broad scale.   
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 2. ENERGY BALANCE AND METABOLIC CHANGES IN AN OVERWINTERING WOLF 
SPIDER, SCHIZOCOSA STRIDULANS 
 Introduction  
Temperate environments are characterized by seasonal variation, and ectotherms 
living within them are adapted to a wide range of temperatures and other seasonal 
stressors. The winter season, characterized by low temperatures, substantial variability in 
temperature, and a lack of food resources, is a particularly stressful time of year 
(Williams et al., 2015). The ability to survive winter is highly predictive of species 
distributions (Overgaard and MacMillan, 2017), so a thorough understanding of winter 
biology is important for understanding current species distributions and predicting 
responses to environmental change.   
Most ectotherms, including arthropods, spend the winter in a state of dormancy, 
with growth, movement, and feeding reduced and metabolism suppressed (Danks, 2006).  
However, some arthropods remain active in the winter months. Examples include 
members of Collembola (Aitchison, 1983), Coleoptera (Werner & Smetana, 1998), 
Diptera (Hagvar & Greve, 2004), Myriapoda (Aitchison, 1979) and Araneae (Aitchison, 
1987; Gunnarsson, 1985). Most of these winter-active arthropods live in buffered 
microhabitats, such as the subnivean space or under rocks and logs, and thus never 
experience significant temperature variation in the winter. Advantages of remaining 
active during winter include the ability to locate suitable habitat, secure a mate, and/or 
obtain food resources (Aitchison, 1987). While food availability is typically low in the 
winter, there is reduced competition for these resources (Aitchison, 1987), and successful 
acquisition of resources in the winter season can improve fitness in the subsequent 
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growing season. The ability to remain active during cold times of the year requires 
specific adaptations, for example metabolic cold adaptation (Williams et al., 2015) and 
changes in digestive enzymes (Aitchison, 1987). However, there is limited information 
on the feeding behavior of winter-active arthropods (see Korenko & Pekar, 2010), and 
thus the overwintering energetics of these species requires further investigation.   
While the energetics of winter-active arthropods have received little attention, the 
metabolic adaptations of dormant arthropods are well-established. Most dormant 
arthropods accumulate energy reserves prior to winter (Hahn & Denlinger, 2007; 2011), 
utilizing three primary classes of reserves: lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins. Lipids, in 
the form of triacylglycerides, are the main source of stored energy (Hahn & Denlinger, 
2007, 2011), and to accumulate greater reserves, insects eat more lipids prior to the 
winter season, or divert nutrients away from growth in favor of storage to survive until 
the warmer months (Hahn & Denlinger, 2011). Carbohydrates, primarily in the form 
glycogen, are used as an energy source and also function as the primary starting material 
for low molecular weight cryoprotectants (Storey and Storey, 1991). Proteins support 
growth in tissues but are also sometimes used as an energy store (Hahn & Denlinger 
2011), and they may also have a role in cryoprotection by serving as a source for the 
cryoprotectants proline and alanine during the winter months (Duman, 1979; Morgan & 
Chippendale, 1983; Jaenicke et al., 1990). While many overwintering arthropods go 
several months without feeding, some take advantage of warm winter days to replenish 
energy (e.g., Mercer et al., 2019), although winter feeding comes with risks. In particular, 
gut particles can function as ice nucleators that increase the risk of internal freezing by 
catalyzing ice formation (Duman et al., 1991; Bale, 2002; Lundheim, 2002). A common 
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source of ice nucleators is food (Block & Zettel, 1980), so in preparation for winter, 
many dormant arthropods will void their guts or enter a period of starvation to maintain a 
low supercooling point and avoid freezing (Duman et al., 1991; Sømme, 1982).   
Winter survival adaptations are well documented in insects (Storey & Storey, 
2012), but these processes have not received as much attention in spiders (Sømme, 1982). 
Like insects, most spiders overwinter in a state of diapause, where movement is not 
required, but about 15% of species worldwide remain active during the winter months 
(Foelix, 2011). These winter-active spiders are opportunistic predators on mild winter 
days (Huhnta & Viramo, 1979; Aitchison, 1984; Korenko & Pekár, 2010), and this winter 
feeding is hypothesized to support higher metabolism and winter growth (Aitchison, 
1984). During winter months, prey availability is reduced and primarily consists of 
winter-active collembolans and dipterans (Aitchison, 1984; Nentwig, 1987; Eitzinger & 
Traugott, 2011; Jaskuła & Soszyńska-Maj, 2011; Whitney et al., 2014), but decreased 
prey availability may be offset by reduced competition for these resources (Schaefer, 
1977; Kirchner, 1987). Therefore, successful foraging and winter growth would provide a 
competitive advantage and improve reproductive fitness in the spring (Gunnarsson, 
1988).  
Despite the potential fitness advantages of winter activity, it is accompanied by 
several trade-offs. First, interannual variation in winter conditions make winter growth 
unpredictable, and in certain years it may be difficult to locate sufficient prey to achieve 
energy balance. Second, spiders that are active in the winter are potentially more 
susceptible to extreme cold snaps. In the limited number of spiders (Araneae) studied, all 
are freeze-intolerant (Schaefer, 1977), and most are susceptible to cold and suffer 
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mortality after prolonged cooling periods (Kirchner & Kestler, 1969; Schaefer, 1977; 
Danks, 1978). While the winter-active arthropods discussed earlier typically live in 
sheltered microhabitats, the situation is less clear for some winter-active spiders. In the 
case of the wolf spider Schizocosa stridulans, the focus of our study, microhabitats in the 
leaf litter frequently drop below 0°C and occasionally reach -10°C, putting spiders at risk 
of freezing mortality (Whitney et al., 2014). Many species accumulate cryoprotectants to 
reduce the risk of freezing energy, but high levels of cryoprotectants are typically 
associated with metabolic suppression (Pullin et al. 1991; Pullin & Wolda, 1993) and are 
incompatible with locomotion due to increasing the viscosity of hemolymph (Vanin et al., 
2008). Thus, how winter active arthropods that are at risk of cold exposure like S. 
stridulans navigate these tradeoffs is unclear.  
Here, I test the hypothesis that winter activity permits growth and energy balance 
in a winter-active, cold-susceptible spider, S. stridulans (Stratton) (Araneae: Lycosidae). 
This spider is an abundant leaf litter predator that is widespread across forests of the 
eastern deciduous Nearctic (Stratton, 1991). Members of this genus have been previously 
studied for their courtship behaviors (eg. Clark et al.,  2011; Uetz & Roberts, 2002), 
predator dynamics (Toft & Wise, 1999; Wise & Chen, 1999), and ecosystem processes 
(Lensing & Wise, 2006). However, there is little information on their cold hardiness and 
winter-feeding ecology. From the same population of spiders as this study, Whitney et al. 
(2014) found no evidence of seasonal supercooling point depression, and no effect of 
feeding on the supercooling point. These results suggest spiders are employing some 
other cold-tolerance strategy, such as finding sheltered microhabitats, which would allow 
the spiders to escape low temperatures and avoid accumulating costly cryoprotectants 
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that are incompatible locomotion and feeding. To test the hypothesis, I sampled spiders 
monthly over the winter to assess biochemical changes that accompany winter activity. I 
predicted that S. stridulans would continue growing throughout the season, and that the 
levels of primary energy stores (lipids, carbohydrates and proteins) would be maintained 
throughout the winter. Finally, based on previous predictions (Whitney et al. 2014; 
Kirchner, 1987), I tested the hypothesis that winter activity is incompatible with 
accumulation of cryoprotectants.   
 Materials and Methods 
 Spider Collections  
Juvenile S. stridulans were collected from Berea College Forest in Madison 
County, Kentucky USA (37°34022″N, 64°13011″ W). This temperate deciduous forest is 
dominated primarily by oak and maple, with occasional scattered pine. Air temperatures 
in Berea, KY across the 2016-17 winter ranged from the median daily high of 11.2C to 
median daily low of -1.6C (UK Ag Weather Center Data, weather.uky.edu). However, 
spiders are typically found in the leaf litter, which significantly buffers microhabitat 
temperatures (Rozsypal & Kostal, 2018). In previous work, I observed significant 
microhabitat buffering, such that the median daily high temperatures were on average 
3.4C cooler, and the median daily low temperatures on average 2.2C warmer in the leaf 
litter compared to air temperatures (Potts, unpublished data).   
Spiders were hand-collected on the same day each month, from October 2016 to 
March 2017 to track seasonal changes in weight gain, energy stores, and cryoprotectant 
abundance. Previous data on supercooling points across seasons showed no adaptive 
depression of supercooling point during winter months, so these analyses were not 
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repeated (Whitney et al., 2014). Collections occurred during the day, where spiders were 
most active on top of the leaf litter. Spiders were hand collected into collecting cups and 
brought back to the University of Kentucky for analyses.   
 Weight Gain  
Spiders collected from the field were immediately brought back to the University 
of Kentucky and weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg. Spiders were then kept frozen in a -80°C 
freezer until nutrient analyses were conducted. Data are expressed as mean weight for 
each month, and data were log transformed for normality and compared using an 
ANOVA.  Total sample sizes for each month were n=32, 41, 11, 24, 27, 41 from October 
through March, respectively.   
 Energy Stores 
Spiders from each month were analyzed for lipid, carbohydrate and protein stores. 
Lipids were quantified using the vanillin assay (Van Handel,1985 a,b). Spiders were 
homogenized in a 2:1 chloroform: methanol solution using a bead homogenizer. Once 
homogenized, deionized water was added, and samples were centrifuged to separate the 
lower organic phase. The organic phase was removed and evaporated using a stream of 
nitrogen. Samples were then reconstituted in sulfuric acid with heat, and color was 
developed with by adding vanillin reagent and incubating for 20 min at room 
temperature. Samples were measured on a microplate spectrophotometer at 525 nm, and 
absorbance values were compared to a seven-point standard curve of canola oil. 
Carbohydrates were quantified using the anthrone assay (Van Handel, 1985 a,b). Spiders 
were homogenized using a bead homogenizer in 200 l PBS+ 0.05% Tween and 
centrifuged, and 100 l of spider homogenate was combined with 400 l anthrone 
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solution. Samples were heated for 17 min at 100C, and absorbance was measured at 
625nm and compared to a seven-point glucose standard curve. Proteins were quantified 
using the BCA assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Spiders were 
homogenized using a bead homogenizer in 200 l RIPA buffer and centrifuged. After 
centrifugation, samples were diluted 2-fold in RIPA buffer and combined with BCA 
working reagent. Samples were incubated in the dark for 30 min at 37C and read at 563 
nm.   
For each assay, data were expressed as microgram of energy store per mg fresh 
weight of spider and compared across months using ANOVA. Total sample sizes for each 
of the three nutrient assays for each month were n=6, 6, 3, 4, 5, 6 from October through 
March, respectively.  
 Cryoprotectant Analysis  
The spiders were homogenized in 400 μl of methanol:acetonitrile:water mixture 
(volumetric ratio, 2:2:1) containing internal standards (p-fluoro-DL-phenylalanine, 
methyl α-D-glucopyranoside; both at a final concentration of 200 nmol/ml; both from 
Sigma-Aldrich). The TissueLyser LT (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was set to 50 Hz for 5 
min (with a rotor pre-chilled to −20°C). Homogenization was repeated twice and the two 
supernatants from centrifugation at 20,000 g for 5 min at 4°C were combined. The 
extracts were subjected to targeted analysis of major metabolites using a combination of 
mass spectrometry-based analytical methods described previously (Rozsypal et al., 2018; 
Koštál et al., 2011). Low molecular weight sugars and polyols were determined after o-
methyloxime trimethylsilyl derivatization using a gas chromatograph with DSQ single 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher, San Jose, CA, USA). 
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Profiling of acidic metabolites was done after treatment with ethyl chloroformate 
under pyridine catalysis and simultaneous extraction in chloroform (Hušek and Šimek, 
2001) using a 7890B gas chromatograph combined with single quadrupole mass 
spectrometry 5977B MSD (both Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA USA) and a 
Dionex Ultimate 3000 liquid chromatograph coupled with a high-resolution mass 
spectrometer Q Exactive Plus (all from Thermo FisherScientific, San Jose, CA, USA). 
All metabolites were identified against relevant standards and subjected to quantitative 
analysis using a standard calibration curve method. All standards were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. The analytical methods were validated by simultaneously running blanks 
(no spiders in the sample), standard biological quality-control samples (the periodic 
analysis of a standardized spider sample – the pool of all samples), and quality control 
mixtures of amino acids (AAS18, Sigma-Aldrich).   
The sample size of spiders from December was low, so this group was combined 
with the January collection for data analyses. Data were expressed as nanomoles 
metabolite per mg spider and compared across months using ANOVA. Additional 
statistical analyses included a principal component analysis (PCA) to compare levels and 
groupings of cryoprotectants across months, using software from metaboanalyst (Chong 
et al., 2018). Total sample sizes for all cryoprotectant analyses for each month were 
n=10, 10, 2, 6, 10, 10 from October through March, respectively.  December (n=2) and 
January (n=6) were combined for a total of n=8.   
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 Results  
 Weight Gain  
Spiders collected from October 2016 through March 2017 showed nearly a 4-fold 
increase in weight (Fig. 1A). Spiders in October weighed 2.3 0.22 mg, while those in 
March weighed 7.90.20 mg. The difference of weights between months was statistically 
significant (ANOVA, F5,168 = 98.84, P <0.0001). However, there was unequal weight 
gain across the months, with early winter weight gain being slow, and end of the winter 
weight gain more rapid. Spiders gained 10.7% of their final body mass from October to 
November, but 58.9% from February to March.   
 Energy Stores  
The lipid stores of spiders significantly varied across months (ANOVA, F5,24= 
4.64, P=0.0042). From October to March, spiders showed a steady decrease in lipid 
content, from an average of 77.57.4 g lipid/mg spider to 38.37.4 g lipid/mg spider. 
Lipid content in October and November remained high, while there was a steady decrease 
from December through March (Fig. 1B). The carbohydrate content of spiders also varied 
significantly (ANOVA, F5,24= 15.84, P<0.0001). There was no clear seasonal trend (Fig. 
1C), but value tended to be higher early in the season with levels decreasing from 
23.24.9 to 8.91.9 g carbohydrate/mg spider from October to February, and values 
remained low in March. The protein content of spiders significantly varied across months 
(F5,24= 3.33, P=0.02); however, relative to the lipid profile across months, protein levels 
were more stable throughout the winter (Fig. 1D). Protein reached an apparent maximum 
level in December at 137.612.5 g protein/mg spider and a minimum level in February 
at 81.29.7 g protein/mg spider.   
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 Cryoprotectant Accumulation  
The targeted metabolomic analysis quantified 43 metabolites across the entire 
sampling period. These metabolites included sugars, polyols, amino acids, and a number 
of metabolic intermediates. Using ANOVA with FDR correction, I compared the 
concentrations of the metabolites across months, and all but five metabolites showed 
significant variation across the winter. I ran a principal component analysis on the entire 
dataset to illustrate metabolic differences of spiders collected in different months (Fig. 2). 
Mid-winter samples (December/January) separated from early (October) and late 
(February and March) season samples along PC1, which explained 23.0% of the variance 
in the date. Meanwhile, the October and March samples separated along PC2, which 
explained 20.7% of the variance. The November samples were the most variable and 
overlapped with all other sampling groups along PC1 and PC2. The primary motivation 
for conducting a metabolomics profile was to quantify compounds that are considered as 
common cryoprotectants, including polyols, sugars and two amino acids (Fig. 3). All 
putative cryoprotectants, including glycerol, myo-inositol, glucose, maltose, alanine and 
proline, significantly varied over winter and reached their highest levels in the 
December/January collection period before decreasing by March (ANOVA, FDR < 0.05).   
 Discussion  
Spiders that maintain activity during the winter likely do so to take advantage of 
winter prey and gain energy in the winter, but this adaptation may prevent them from 
accumulating cryoprotectants and thus make them more susceptible to cold stress. 
Winter-active spiders are hypothesized to gain a competitive advantage when conditions 
are favorable, by continuing to grow and advancing their spring reproduction 
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(Gunnarsson, 1988). The current study examined growth rates, energy balance, and 
cryoprotectant accumulation in a winter-active juvenile wolf spider, Schizocosa 
stridulans.   
 Weight Gain  
I tested the hypothesis that winter-active spiders continue to grow during the 
winter season. The study joins Gunnarsson (1988), who observed similar growth trends in 
the wolf spider Pardosa phyrygianus, as the only empirical data supporting this 
hypothesis. In my study, juvenile spiders increased their weight nearly 4-fold from 
October to March. Spiders were collected from the same geographic location, within a 
small sampling area of approximately 0.2 ha, and so presumably are from the same 
population. Even though I was unable to track individual spiders throughout the season, 
the stark differences in body size across the winter months indicates spiders are able to 
feed on available prey resources and grow throughout winter. At the juvenile stage, the 
sex of these spiders cannot be determined visually (Stratton, 1991), so there was no way 
to distinguish male and female weight gain.     
I only have one season’s worth of weight gain data, so I cannot be certain that this 
amount of growth is typical, but the distribution of temperatures during our sampling 
time is in line with other winters (i.e., Whitney et al., 2014), so significant growth is at 
least possible in some winters. There have been no other studies of seasonal weight gain 
in Schizocosa, to our knowledge. However, Gunnarsson (1988) measured weight gain of 
P. phyrygianus in SW Sweden, which unlike Schizocosa overwinters as a subadult, rather 
than a juvenile. I observed much higher relative weight gain throughout the winter than 
reported in Gunnarrson (1988), with S. stridulans increasing their weight by 254%, 
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compared to the 98% of P. phyrgianus. This discrepancy is most likely due to differences 
in the overwintering life stage (P. phyrigianus overwinters as sub-adults, while S. 
stridulans overwinters as a juvenile) and because winters in Sweden are much colder, 
providing fewer opportunities for feeding.   
 Energy Stores 
I analyzed lipid, carbohydrate and protein profiles across the winter season to 
assess the extent to which spiders accumulate or use these nutrients throughout the 
season. While I expected lipid content of spiders to remain constant throughout the 
winter, due to winter feeding and growth, instead I observed a steady decline across the 
winter. This decrease may have been caused by an increase in activity and metabolic rate 
towards the end of the season, without a corresponding shift in prey availability. 
However, previous prey collections from our sampling area show similar availability of 
Collembola and Diptera, the spiders’ most common prey items, in winter and spring 
(Whitney et al., 2018). A second potential explanation for this decrease in lipid storage is 
an allometric shift as juveniles grow and approach the adult stage. A metanalysis of lipid 
stores across taxa and growth stages indicates that adult spiders tend to have lower lipid 
stores relative to body size than juveniles (Lease & Wolf, 2011). From the current study, 
spiders in March were still juveniles and were most likely sub-adults that had one more 
molting cycle before reaching sexual maturity. A similar ontogenetic shift in lipid content 
is observed in insects as well, with larvae typically being more lipid-rich than adults 
(Lease & Wolf, 2011). In addition, within a single life stage, body size can be negatively 
correlated with lipid content; for example, in diapausing pupae of the apple maggot fly 
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Rhagoletis pomonella, smaller pupae tend to have higher mass specific lipid content 
(Ragland et al., 2012).   
The importance and role of carbohydrates in a spider’s diet are unclear. Spiders 
are carnivores, relying on amino acids and gluconeogenesis to supply the majority of 
their energy (Eisert, 2011). While protein is the most abundant nutrient in spiders, and 
lipids are an important source of energy, the role of carbohydrates is less understood 
(Wilder, 2011). Spiders do appear to benefit from ingesting carbohydrates, especially for 
growth, reproduction, and survival (Chen et al., 2010; Taylor & Bradley, 2009). For 
example, supplementing spiders’ diet with nectar or pollen has shown to increase growth 
rate (Taylor & Bradley, 2009), presumably due to the importance of sugars in creating a 
new cuticle after molting. However, the primary prey items for overwintering spiders are 
Collembola, which are relatively low in carbohydrates with a protein:carbohydrate ratio 
of ~6:1 (Potts, unpublished data). For juveniles of S. stridulans, little plant life is 
available in the winter, and with the available prey being low in carbohydrates, we 
predict they primarily rely on lipid and protein for energy and growth. Spiders showed 
significant variation in carbohydrate content across months, with a clear downward trend 
during the transition from winter to spring. Carbohydrates are the major building blocks 
of cryoprotectants, so this trend may reflect demands for cryoprotectant synthesis during 
the winter. However, the anthrone assay we used is nonspecific and reacts with complex 
carbohydrates, simple sugars, and sugar alcohols, so it is impossible to say which 
metabolites are ultimately responsible for this result.   
Finally, protein content was expected to remain steady throughout the winter, and 
our data largely support this prediction. There was slight variation between months, with 
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December having the highest protein amounts and February having the lowest. This 
decline in protein amount could be due to the increased growth rate in spiders towards the 
end of winter, as increased investment in somatic growth would be expected to increase 
protein turnover. If this increased turnover isn’t balanced by a proportionate increase in 
protein consumption, a deficit would be expected. Weight increased slightly, by ~1 mg 
between October and February and then sharply increased from 4.50.23 mg to 7.90.20 
mg between February and March. This seasonal pattern of decreased protein stores is also 
seen in diapausing insects. In some insects, storage proteins are accumulated and may be 
used during diapause for maintaining turnover of active protein pools, such as molecular 
chaperones. However, they rapidly disappear following diapause termination, suggesting 
a role in tissue remodeling (Hahn & Denlinger, 2011).   
 Cryoprotectant Accumulation 
The role of cryoprotectants in freeze-intolerant arthropods is to decrease and 
stabilize the supercooling point to prevent internal ice formation, as well as protect 
against cellular damage from low temperature and/or the accompanying osmotic 
challenges (Salt, 1961; Zachariassen, 1985; Storey & Storey, 1991; Kostal et al., 2001; 
Bale, 2002; Denlinger & Lee, 2010; Hayward et al., 2014). Thus, I tested the hypothesis 
first proposed by Kirschner (1987) that cold-susceptible spiders that do not seasonally 
suppress their supercooling points also do not accumulate cryoprotectants. 
Cryoprotectants are typically only accumulated during dormant life stages (Storey and 
Storey, 1991), presumably because of the high metabolic cost synthesizing these 
molecules (Yancey, 2005), and because cryoprotectants are thought to hinder locomotion 
and thus be incompatible with seeking food resources (Vanin et al., 2008). However, my 
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results show small but statistically significant and consistent accumulation trends of 
several putative cryoprotectants in the winter, including glycerol, glucose, maltose, 
ribose, myo-inositol, alanine and proline. Whether all of these metabolites function as 
cryoprotectants requires further functional validation, but these compounds have been 
demonstrated to protect against cold injury in a variety of species (Storey & Storey, 
2012). 
While these results were contrary to expectations, I was not the first to observe 
cryoprotectant accumulation in a winter-active spider. Juvenile Pardosa astrigera from 
temperate forests in Japan also accumulate cryoprotectants during the coldest months of 
the year (Tanaka & Ito, 2015), with spiders collected in December having higher glycerol 
and myo-inositol stores than those collected in March and August (Tanaka & Ito, 2015). 
Presumably, these substances improve winter survival and tolerance of very low 
temperature spells, because while supercooling points did not change between summer 
and winter, survival of spiders kept at 0C for 20 days was substantially higher for winter 
spiders versus summer (Tanaka & Ito, 2015). Thus, during very low temperatures, spiders 
may fall into a quiescence, and then rely on supercooling and the accumulation of 
cryoprotectants to stabilize their macromolecular structures.   
Although seasonal patterns of glycerol and myo-inositol were similar in S. 
stridulans, the total quantity of cryoprotectants was considerably lower in the current 
study. Converting our data to the same scale, S. stridulans collected in December and 
January had 1.38 mg/g glycerol, while P. astrigera had 15 mg/g. However, glycerol 
levels in both spider species are much lower than those observed in some overwintering 
insects. For example, larvae of the freeze-tolerant goldenrod gall fly (Eurosta solidiginis) 
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accumulate up to 36.8 mg/g glycerol (Storey & Storey, 1986), which is >25-fold higher 
than the levels observed in S. stridulans.  
The relatively low levels of cryoprotectants observed here suggest that 
cryoprotectants have a non-colligative role in S. stridulans. While early work on 
cryoprotectants focused on their ability to colligatively depress the freezing point, more 
recent research indicates that minor cryoprotectants also play important roles in cold 
tolerance, likely by stabilizing specific structures or molecules (Kostal et al., 2001; 
Toxopeus et al., 2019). A non-colligative role for cryoprotectants in S. stridulans is also 
consistent with the lack of supercooling point depression in this species (Whitney et al., 
2014). Rather, cryoprotectants likely protect against nonfreezing cold injury, as they do 
in other wolf spiders (Tanaka & Ito, 2015), or they may stabilize supercooled state and 
allow the spiders to remain supercooled for longer periods of time at subfreezing 
temperatures (Pullin et al., 1996).      
 Conclusion  
Among terrestrial arthropods, winter activity is limited, with most species entering 
dormancy and relying on energy stores to fuel overwintering metabolism. For the few 
species that remain active in the winter, winter activity is thought to promote 
opportunistic foraging that gives these species a competitive advantage when conditions 
are favorable. Here, I show that the winter active wolf spider S. stridulans grows 
substantially in the winter, even at a temperate latitude with average winter temperatures 
just above freezing. I predicted that unlike dormant arthropods, which use stored energy 
to get through the winter, this winter active species would be able to maintain energy 
balance throughout the winter. Instead, I observed seasonal depletion of both lipids and 
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carbohydrates, although I speculate some of this change in energy content could be due to 
ontogenetic shifts as spiders develop. The striking growth we observed over the winter 
begs the question of why winter activity isn’t more common among arthropods. One 
possible tradeoff is that winter activity is incompatible with biochemical adaptations for 
coping with extreme periods of low temperature. Indeed, while cryoprotectants increased 
in the winter, overall titers were lower than those observed in other temperate arthropods, 
which, when coupled with the lack of seasonal supercooling point depression in this 
species, suggests this species may be susceptible to prolonged cold snaps. Additional 
work on the overwintering physiology of this species is needed to make firm conclusions.  
Nonetheless, I provide strong evidence that winter activity allows S. stridulans to take 
advantage of warm winter days across its mid-latitude range and get a head-start on 
spring growth and development.  
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Figure 1.  Body size and energy stores across winter. 
 
(A) Average weight of spiders, (B) lipid content, (C) carbohydrate content, and (D) 
protein content. Symbols represent mean ± sem, and different letters indicate statistically 
significant differences between groups (ANOVA, Tukey’s HSD, p<0.05).  The x-axis 
labels indicate months from October to March (O,N,D,J,F,M).   
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Figure 2.  Principal Component Analysis of metabolomics results.  
 
Each symbol represents an individual spider, and the shaded ellipses reflect 95% 
confidence intervals for the two-dimensional space that contains the points for a 
particular group. PC1 explains 23% of the variance in the dataset, while PC2 explains 
20.7%.  Symbols and ellipses are color-coded by month. 
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Figure 3.  Cryoprotectant levels across the winter. 
 
Cryoprotectants are expressed as nmoles per mg spider for glycerol (A), myo-inositol 
(B), glucose (C), maltose (D), alanine (E), and proline (F). Symbols represent mean ± 
sem, and different levels indicate statistically significant differences between groups 
(ANOVA, Tukey’s HSD, p<0.05).  The x-axis labels indicate months from October to 
March, and December and January were grouped together due to small sample sizes 
(O,N,D/J,F,M).   
 
 
CHAPTER 3. WINTER WARMING IMPACTS ON A WINTER-ACTIVE ARTHROPOD 
 Introduction 
Temperature is one of the most important abiotic factors affecting organisms, 
especially ectotherms. Through direct effects, temperature can influence the survival and 
locomotion as well as basal cellular processes, including metabolism. Indirectly, 
temperature can have impacts on the energy availability in the environment. Temperate 
environments are characterized by seasonal variation, and ectotherms in these areas are 
subjected to a wide range of temperature and other seasonal stressors. The winter 
environment, characterized by low temperatures, decreased water and nutrient 
availabilities, vary geographically more than summer conditions (Bonan, 2015) and thus 
can influence ectotherm variation in biological processes more than the growing seasons 
(Williams et al., 2015). 
Ectotherms have evolved a number of adaptations to cope with low temperatures 
characteristic of the winter season (Williams et al., 2015). Ectotherms that are freeze-
intolerant, meaning they cannot survive internal freezing (Sinclair et al., 2015), have the 
ability to supercool their internal body fluids to lower the freezing point. This 
supercooling point (SCP), is the lowered temperature that freezing does occur. Using this 
adaptation, arthropods can increase the thermal breadth of their survival, making the SCP 
a measure of extreme low temperature survival. However, in some environments, these 
extremely low temperatures events are often rare, so another way to measure the direct 
effect of winter is to look at responses to more common winter temperatures. One way to 
do this is measuring the CTmin, which defines the lower limit for activity in the winter. If 
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temperatures fall below the CTmin, the arthropod won’t be able to function, and if these 
events happen frequently or last too long it can eventually lead to mortality. 
Arthropods are not only subjected to physiological constraints of low temperature, 
but energetic ones as well. The winter season is characterized by limited nutrient 
availability, meaning arthropods must cope with this lack of food while meeting energetic 
demands of overwintering (Williams et al., 2015). For many arthropods, this means 
accumulating energy stores in the summer and fall months before entering a state of 
dormancy to ensure winter survival (Hahn & Denlinger, 2007; 2011). However, some 
arthropods are able to remain active and grow during this nutrient-limited time of year. 
Overwintering arthropods store and utilize three primary classes of energy reserves: 
proteins, which are used for tissue growth and minor roles in cryoprotection (Duman 
1979; Morgan & Chippendale 1983; Jaenicke et al. 1990), lipids, which are the primary 
source of stored energy (Hahn & Denlinger 2007; 2011), and carbohydrates, which 
function as both an energy store and the starting material for cryoprotectants (Storey & 
Storey 1991).  
The stress of winter on arthropods is expected to increase with predicted climate 
changes. By 2100, winter warming is projected to outpace summer warming by 2C in 
temperate latitudes (IPCC, 2013; EAA, 2014). Not only are mean temperatures expected 
to increase, but thermal variability and the frequency of extreme events are also predicted 
to increase. These predicted temperature patterns will have major impacts on arthropod 
survival during the winter season, including changes to metabolism, development, and 
locomotion via changes in resource availability (Williams et al., 2015). Therefore, a 
thorough understanding of arthropod responses to winter conditions, and their ecological 
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importance, is needed to understand the impacts of climate change on temperate 
arthropods (Kreyling and Beier, 2013). However, there is limited empirical information 
on winter warming, as manipulation experiments simulating climate change commonly 
apply warming only during the growing season and fail to include temperature 
heterogeneity as a factor (Kreyling et al., 2019).   
Here, I investigated the impacts of distinct winter thermal regimes on a winter-
active arthropod, the wolf spider Schizocosa stridulans (Araneae: Lycosidae). This spider 
is found in forest leaf-litter in the southeastern United States, with one generation per 
year, and spends the winter months as a growing juvenile (Stratton, 1991). During the 
winter season they are active, consuming Collembola and other small arthropods as prey, 
continuing to grow and accumulate nutrients (Gunnarsson, 1988; Chapter 2). This winter-
activity is hypothesized to permit growth over the winter and improve spring 
reproductive success, thereby increasing fitness (Aitchison, 1984). To achieve successful 
overwintering, the spider must prevent internal freezing and maintain locomotion at low 
temperatures. This spider has been shown to accumulate modest levels of cryoprotectants 
to help prevent freezing at subzero temperatures, but this cryoprotectant accumulation 
does not result in seasonal suppression of the SCP, as seen in other winter-active spiders 
(Whitney et al,. 2014; Kirchner, 1987; Chapter 2). In terms of winter energy reserves, this 
spider has been observed to maintain their protein and carbohydrate levels through early 
and mid-winter, declining towards the end, and lipid reserves declined throughout winter 
months (Chapter 2). These profiles would allow the spider to maintain growth, supply 
energy and accumulate minor cryoprotectant accumulation with carbohydrates.  
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  In this study, I examine traits associated with winter-activity of Schizocosa 
stridulans under manipulated temperature regimes to mimic winter warming scenarios. 
Using field-collected spiders, I subjected them to three different winter treatments, 
current, warmer, and variable winters. I compared traits associated with winter survival to 
test for an influence of winter warming on these spiders. Testing spiders for traits at the 
mid-point and end of the experimental winter season, and a spring rewarming point, I 
addressed the following hypotheses:  
1.  Spiders will maintain locomotion regardless of winter treatment. Thus, their thermal 
minimum (CTmin) would be plastic to the winter treatment, with the coldest winter 
treatment resulting in the lowest CTmin.   
2.  Given this spider does not seasonally depress their SCP in the winter, we hypothesize 
this trait is fixed and will remain the same regardless of winter treatment. 
3. Weight gain of spiders would be lowest in the warmer winter treatments. Given the 
relationship with metabolic rate and temperature, spiders in the warmer winter would be 
subject to a higher temperature regime, higher metabolic rate, and thus use more energy 
expenditure that could be used for body growth, compared to spiders in the current winter 
treatment.  
4.  Energy reserves (protein, lipid and carbohydrate amount) will decrease with 
increasing temperature; that is, the warmer winter treatments will have the least amount 
of energy reserves.  
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 Materials and Methods 
 Spider collections and feeding  
Juvenile Schizocosa stridulans were collected from Berea College Forest in 
Madison County, Kentucky USA (37°34022″N, 64°13011″ W). This temperate 
deciduous forest is dominated primarily by oak and maple, with occasional scattered 
pine. Spiders were hand-collected from September through November to obtain enough 
individuals for the study. Spiders were placed in collecting cups and brought to our lab at 
the University of Kentucky. Spiders were assigned a number, weighed, fed ~6 pinhead 
crickets per week, and provided a moist cotton ball for water. Prior to assigning spiders to 
a winter treatment, they were all kept at 20C.   
 Winter Treatments  
The winter treatments consisted of a current winter (CUR), warmer winter 
(WAR), and a warmer winter with increased diurnal variation (VAR) (see figure 4). The 
daily temperature regimes for these treatments were derived from daily temperature 
observations from the field site over a 12-year period. Air temperature data from Berea, 
Kentucky were obtained from the University of Kentucky Ag Weather Center 
(weather.uky.edu) from December 3-January 26, 2004-2016. Weekly median 
temperatures from daily high and low summaries were calculated, and temperature 
regimes in the experimental treatments were based off these values. However, spiders are 
typically found in leaf litter, which significantly buffers their microhabitat temperatures.  
Based on calculations from the field site using HOBO data loggers, I compared air 
temperature to leaf litter microhabitat temperatures, and found an overall difference of 
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4°C across the winter temperatures (Potts, unpublished data). To account for this 
microhabitat buffering, I increased the median air temperature values by 4°C.  
The three winter treatments were programmed into three separate incubators set a 
2-hour temperature changes throughout a 24-hour cycle (12 temperature points in one 
day) with light dark cycle of 12:12 (Figure 4). The experiment was 16 weeks, with 
weekly temperature decreasing to week 8, then increasing at the same rate to week 16. 
The current winter treatment (CUR) reflects the median buffered temperature regime for 
the dates of the experiment. For the “warmer” winter (WAR) treatment, the weekly 
average temperature was increased by 2°C, and the standard error between the high and 
low temperature (between the 12-temperature points) was kept the same as the as the 
“current” winter treatment. This level of warming was based on climate model 
predictions of winter increases in this area (IPCC 2013). For the “variable” winter (VAR) 
treatment, temperatures were kept at the same average temperatures as the “warmer” 
winter treatment, but the standard error was increased by a factor of 2. This made the 
lower temperature points throughout the day lower than the WAR winter, and the higher 
points, higher than WAR, resulting in the same average temperature, but more varied 
thermal regime throughout a day.  
 Cold Tolerance Tests  
To measure the effect of winter treatment on the ability of the spider to maintain 
locomotion during low temperatures, I measured critical thermal minimums (CTmin) and 
supercooling points (SCP). Spiders were tested prior to the start of the winter treatments, 
at Week 4, Week 8 (when the minimum winter temperature was reached, and at Week 16 
(after the simulated spring warming).   
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The CTmin was measured in programmable refrigerated water bath, starting at 5C 
and decreasing by 0.5C per minute. Spiders were kept in empty fly vials that were held 
in a Styrofoam rack, and the spiders were submerged below water line at all times. At 
0.5C intervals, spiders were flipped onto their backs, and if the spider could immediately 
right itself, the vial was returned to the bath. The first temperature at which spiders were 
unable to immediately right themselves was recorded as the CTmin. These data were 
analyzed using ANOVA with time, treatment (both as categorical variables) and their 
interaction as effects.   
The supercooling point was also measured in a programmable refrigerated bath.  
Spiders were held in empty vials, and a thermocouple was placed in contact with the 
spider, using a cotton plug to ensure the spider could not move away from the 
thermocouple. Vials were placed in the cold bath, and the temperature was recorded. The 
SCP is the point at which the spider freezes internally, which is detected as a spike in 
temperature caused by the freezing exotherm. The temperature right before the spike was 
recorded as the SCP. These data were analyzed via ANOVA with time, treatment (both as 
categorical variables) and interaction effects.   
Spiders used in these tests were not placed back into the winter treatment and 
therefore not used in subsequent locomotion tests (CTmin or SCP) or the nutrient analyses. 
 Weight Gain 
Throughout the entire experiment, spiders were fed and watered weekly. At this 
time, spiders were also weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg and checked for survival. Weight 
data were analyzed for spiders that survived the entire simulated winter and were not 
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used for other measures (sample sizes: CUR=17, WAR=16, VAR=20). Data were 
analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA comparing the weekly average weights, with 
effects of time (continuous variable), treatment (categorical variable) and interaction 
effects.   
 Energy Stores 
Spiders were analyzed for protein, lipids, and carbohydrates at Weeks 4, 8 and 16, 
using randomly selected spiders that were distinct from the spiders used for the cold 
tolerance tests and weight gain measurements.  Spiders were chosen for nutrient analyses 
and kept in an -80C freezer until the end of the study.   
Proteins were quantified using the BCA assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Spiders were homogenized 
using a bead homogenizer in 200 l RIPA buffer and centrifuged. After centrifugation, 
samples were diluted 2-fold in RIPA buffer and combined with BCA working reagent. 
Samples were incubated in the dark for 30 min at 37C and read at 563 nm.  
Lipids and carbohydrates were quantified using modified protocols by Williams et 
al., 2016. Spiders were homogenized with 20mg Na2SO4 and 200µl 75% MeOH solution, 
then homogenized with two 1:1 chloroform:methanol solutions using a bead 
homogenizer. The supernatant was removed from the spider pellet after each and placed 
in a clean tube. To this clean tube, chloroform and NaCl were added, and then 
centrifuged to separate the lower organic phase from the upper. Both phases were 
separated and evaporated using a stream of nitrogen. The lower phase (containing the 
lipids) was then reconstituted in sulfuric acid with heat, and color was developed with by 
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adding vanillin reagent and incubating for 20 min at room temperature. Samples were 
measured on a microplate spectrophotometer at 525 nm, and absorbance values were 
compared to a seven-point standard curve of canola oil. The upper phase (containing the 
carbohydrates) was reconstituted in phosphate buffered saline + Tween solution, and 
color was developed with anthrone, heating the samples for 17 min at 100C. Absorbance 
was measured at 625nm and compared to a seven-point glucose standard curve.  
For each assay, data were expressed as microgram of energy store per mg fresh 
weight of spider for weeks 4, 8 and 16, with ten spiders from each winter treatment 
(CUR, WAR, VAR) for lipids and carbohydrates at weeks 4 and 8, and five for each 
treatment at week 16. Five spiders from each treatment were analyzed for protein at all 
three time points. We treated the plate each sample was run on as a random effect (lipids 
and carbohydrates were run across five plates, and protein across three).  Data were 
analyzed via ANOVA with effects of time, treatment (categorical variables) and 
interaction effects.  
All statistical modeling was run using R-studio, vs. 1.1.463.  
 Results  
 Cold Tolerance Assays 
Spiders’ cold tolerance was measured at the mid-point (Week 4) the end of winter 
(Week 8) and the spring end (Week 16). For critical thermal minimum (CTmin), there 
were significant effects of time and treatment, but not their interaction (Time: F2,86 =27.9, 
P=8.21e-10; Treatment: F2,86  = 16.2, P=1.20e-06; Interaction: F4,86  = 1.1, P=0.469).  
Overall, the trend showed the lowest CTmin in the CUR treatment, followed by WAR and 
VAR at all three time points (Figure 5a). The lowest CTmin recorded was in the CUR 
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treatment in Week 8 at -2.70.37C, and the highest CTmin recorded was in the VAR 
treatment in Week 16 at 1.90.37C. Even though the WAR and VAR treatments had the 
same mean temperature, the CTmin differed significantly between these two treatments at 
all three time points (Tukey’s HSD P=0.0001).   
The supercooling point (SCP) did not vary significantly across time, treatment nor 
their interaction (Time: F2,76 =2.14, P=0.125; Treatment: F2,76 = 1.83, P=0.169; 
Interaction: F4,76 = 1.8, P=0.137). Across all three winter treatments, the average 
supercooling point was -8.170.59C at week 4 and -8.450.59C at week 16 (Figure 
5b). No trends were observed within the winter treatments.  
 Weight Gain 
 Spiders were weighed weekly throughout the experiment to the nearest 0.1 mg. 
From a select group of spiders that were not used in either the cold tolerance assays or 
nutrient analysis, weight gain was tracked for the entire 16-week experimental time frame 
(Figure 6). The weight gain was significant across time, and the interaction of time and 
treatment was significant, but the treatment effect alone was not significant (Time: F1,32 
=53.26, P=0.0001; Treatment: F2,50= 0.01, P=0.901; Interaction: F2,32 = 4.73 P=0.0131). 
Spiders gained a significant amount of weight from the start to end of the experiment, 
with the VAR treatment spiders gaining the most, nearly a 2 mg gain from 8.20.4mg to 
11.00.6mg. WAR treatment spiders gained the least amount, from 8.40.4 mg to 
9.70.9 mg.   
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 Energy Stores 
Energy stores of protein, lipid and carbohydrate were analyzed from spiders in all 
winter treatment groups at Weeks 4, 8, and 16. For all energy reserve analyses, I 
measured total amount of energy reserve corrected for the weight of the spider (ug/mg 
spider). All models were run with energy reserve as a function of time, treatment and the 
interaction using an ANOVA model with the plate used in the assay as a random variable.    
 The protein content did not significantly vary by time, treatment nor the 
interaction (Time: F2,42=2.42, P=0.103; Treatment: F2,42= 0.44, P=0.647; Interaction: 
F4,,42 = 0.21 P=0.934). There is a slight trend of protein decreasing through week 8, then 
increasing again, but not significantly at alpha=0.05 (Figure 7a). The CUR treatment had 
the highest protein amount at Week 4 (100.7110.23g/mg) and 16 (95.184.97g/mg). 
The data also show higher variability in protein reserves at the Week 4 time point, and 
less at Week 16.   
 The lipid content significantly varied by time, but not treatment nor the 
interaction (Time: F2,56=12.13, P=4.87e-05; Treatment: F2,56 = 0.09, P=0.918; Interaction: 
F4,56 = 1.24 P=0.306). Across time, Week 4 significantly differed from Week 16 
(P=0.00002; Tukey’s HSD) and Week 8 (P=0.0019; Tukey’s HSD). Lipid content 
significantly increased through the experimental time frame, with a slight increase in 
most winter treatments from Week 4 to 8, and a bigger increase to Week 16 (Figure 7b). 
For example, lipid content in the WAR treatment increased from 19.902.6 g/mg in 
week 4 to 36.137.2 g/mg in week 16.   
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 The carbohydrate content was significantly different across time and treatment, 
but not the interaction (Time: F2,56=3.17, P=0.049; Treatment: F2,56 =4.71 P=0.012; 
Interaction: F4,56 = 0.39 P=0.809). A contrast across treatments shows that CUR and 
VAR differ (P=0.02; Tukey’s HSD) as well as WAR and VAR (P=0.03; Tukey’s HSD) 
(Figure 7c). Across time, all three winter treatments decreased from week 4 to 16.  For 
example, carbohydrate content in spiders from the WAR treatment was 17.421.6 g/mg 
in week 4 and decreased to 12.021.5 g/mg by week 16. At all three time points, spiders 
from the VAR treatment had the lowest amount of carbohydrates, with 11.891.4 g/mg 
in week 4 and 10.891.5 g/mg in week 16.  
 Discussion  
The winter season is characterized by low temperatures and limited availability of 
nutrients. For arthropods, these can have major influences on their physiology and 
ecology. Arthropods that remain active must be able to maintain locomotion at low 
temperatures, prevent freezing at very low temperatures, and maintain energy reserves to 
survive the winter season. The changes in temperature throughout a winter season can 
have major impacts on these aspects of arthropod winter physiology. The current study 
used temperature regimes to reflect various winter conditions to test for impacts on 
overwintering spider locomotion and freeze-avoidance, weight gain and energy reserves.   
 Critical Thermal Minimum—Hypothesis 1 
As predicted, the lower limit of activity for spiders (CTmin) was a plastic trait that 
depended on the winter environment. Across treatment and time, spiders’ CTmin tracked 
environmental temperature. Spiders in the CUR winter treatment, which had the lowest 
average temperatures, consistently had the lowest CTmin values at all time points. Further, 
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as temperatures decreased from Week 4 to 8, there was a concurrent decrease in CTmin, 
and CTmin increased during the spring rewarming period to week 16. Spiders in the WAR 
and VAR treatments also showed this same general trend over time.  
While plasticity in CTmin is typically adaptive, as warm winters become more 
common with climate change, spiders may become more susceptible to extreme cold 
events (for example the polar vortex of 2019). Spiders would be acclimated to a certain 
higher temperature, and then unable to withstand a severe drop in temperatures, leaving 
them incapable of movement and subject to predation or cold injury. This potential harm 
is even more of a threat when taking into account the CTmin in the VAR winter treatment. 
These spiders had the highest CTmin at each of the three time points, even though they 
were kept at the same average temperature as the WAR winter spiders. This suggests that 
spiders under highly variable conditions are not able to acclimate their low temperature 
thresholds as well as spiders under more constant conditions, and thus, these spiders may 
be at a higher risk under winter warming conditions.   
 Supercooling Point—Hypothesis 2 
Winter-active spiders belong to one of two classes, a more-hardy class made up of 
species able to lower their supercooling points (SCP) during winter conditions, and a 
less-hardy class which do not (Kirchner, 1987). It is thought that spiders in the less-hardy 
group, including our study species, do not accumulate high levels of cryoprotectants and 
instead rely on using refugia like snow cover or leaf litter to buffer very low temperature 
days (Kirchner, 1987). Indeed, a previous study with this population of spider have failed 
to show changes in SCP (Whitney 2014). The data further support this finding with the 
SCP showing no significant trends with either time or treatment.  
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 Weight Gain—Hypothesis 3 
Winter-active spiders are predicted to maintain winter activity and continue 
feeding to promote growth and increase fitness during spring reproduction (Aitchison, 
1984). My recent work with this population of spiders showed substantial weight gain 
throughout the winter months, with nearly a 4-fold increase from October to March 
(Chapter 2).  
  I expected spiders’ weight to increase the most in the current winter treatment, as 
increased temperature has been shown to increase metabolic rates and thereby increasing 
the nutrients required for function (Williams et al., 2015). Thus, spiders in the warmer 
and variable treatments, with higher temperatures, would have higher metabolic rates, 
and burn through their available energy reserves at a faster rate, leaving less to be 
directed towards weight gain. However, the results do not support this hypothesis. There 
was a significant effect of time, meaning throughout the 16-week experimental window, 
all spiders gained a significant amount of weight. There was no statistical effect of 
treatment alone on weight gain, but a significant interaction effect. This was mostly 
driven by the increased weight gain in the variable winter treatment from week 8 to week 
16. Overall, the variable winter spiders gained the most weight, an average of 2.8mg from 
week 1 to week 16.  
These results are contrary to the usual relationship between temperature and body 
size. Warming temperatures lead to reduced body size in a broad range of taxa (Cross et 
al., 2015). However, in my study, spiders in the variable winter conditions benefited the 
most in terms of weight gain, perhaps consistent with predictions derived from the 
Jensen’s Inequality. This mathematical hypothesis postulates that for non-linear 
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functions, such as thermal performance curves, or weight gain, performance at average 
conditions is seldom equal to performance across a range of conditions (Ruel & Ayres, 
1999). Thus, the nature of the variable temperature regime altered the metabolic rate in a 
way that benefitted weight gain of the spider, compared to the current and warmer winter 
temperature regimes that were more constant. Thermal variability is an important 
component to thermal regimes when determining overwintering energy usage. With the 
effect of Jensen’s inequality, an accelerated metabolic rate-temperature relationship 
results in increased mean metabolic rate, which would increase energy consumption, and 
growth rate, because the high temperature portions of the thermal cycle increase 
metabolic rate more than the lower temperature portions compensate by reducing energy 
consumption (Sinclair et al., 2015). The data corroborate this idea, suggesting the 
variable winter temperature regime favors higher growth rates, especially in the spring 
rewarming period from week 8 to week 16.  
 Energy Stores—Hypothesis 4 
Temperature influences metabolism and thus consumption of stored energy. 
Increased temperatures are expected to increase rates of metabolism and the rate of use of 
stored energy reserves and can expose arthropods to energetic stress (Williams et al., 
2015). I hypothesized energy stores would decrease with increasing winter temperature, 
that is, the WAR and VAR treatments would have lower overall levels of three main 
macronutrients, proteins, lipids and carbohydrates. However, I did not see this trend, and 
nutrient reserve levels were not consistent across treatment or time.  
Protein reserves showed no significant differences with treatment or time, instead 
remaining at a constant level throughout the 16-week experiment across all winter 
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treatments. This is contrary to the hypothesis but corresponds to data from a study of 
field-collected individuals from this same population of S. stridulans (Chapter 2). Field-
collected spiders had constant levels of protein in both early and mid-winter collecting 
dates, but towards the end of winter, levels began to decline, in concurrence with an 
increase in weight gain at the end of winter (Chapter 2). The current lab study suggests 
the amount of prey given to spiders weekly was enough to sustain their protein reserves.  
A similar conclusion can be made to explain lipid reserve trends. Instead of a 
hypothesized decrease in reserves, the results show a significant increase in lipid reserves 
over time. All treatments had similar levels of increase throughout the 16-weeks. This 
suggests all spiders were not utilizing their available energy reserves, and able to store 
throughout the experimental time frame. Again, looking at the field-collected spider data, 
lipids decreased throughout the winter months (Chapter 2). Perhaps this discrepancy 
between the field and laboratory study is due to the lack of roaming the environment for 
prey items. Spiders in the field must search for scattered prey over a large spatial range, 
while spiders in this study were confined to a small fly vial, given adequate prey once per 
week. While the spiders were still able to move around the tube, it is substantially less 
energy-draining than field spiders.  
 For the carbohydrate reserves, the data support my hypothesis. We see an overall 
decrease in carbohydrate stores across time and with increased winter temperature. At 
weeks 4 and 8, spiders from the warmer and variable treatment had the lowest amount of 
carbohydrates. Perhaps this macronutrient was the only one to show this trend due to 
carbohydrates being the main source of energy. Lipids are known to be the main 
molecules for stored energy, and carbohydrates, while not well-understood in spider 
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nutrition literature (Wilder, 2011), might be the more readily used molecule for energy. 
This result confirms this idea, as spiders in the warmer and variable treatments would 
have had higher metabolisms, thus requiring more of their carbohydrate stores.   
 
 Conclusion 
The winter season can provide significant stressors to arthropod communities in 
temperate terrestrial ecosystems. Low temperatures along with limited nutrient 
availabilities may hinder survival and the ability to increase weight and energy reserves 
to prepare for the growing season. When considering these stressors, combined increased 
temperature and variability from climate change, the winter season is important for 
predicting arthropod responses to climate change. Here, I investigated three different 
winter temperature regimes on cold tolerance and energy reserves of a winter-active 
spider. I conclude that Schizcosa stridulans is able to track its thermal environment 
through plasticity. This is a positive sign that spiders can acclimate to their environment, 
but with deleterious impacts in a future climate scenario with increased temperature 
variability. Spiders gained significant weight throughout the experiment, but with unclear 
patterns with temperature, most likely due to the non-linear relationship of metabolic rate 
and temperature variability as postulated by the Jensen’s Inequality. Protein reserves 
remained steady and lipid reserves increased throughout the experiment, suggesting my 
feeding regime provided sufficient energy to allow them to maintain and even increase 
stores of these macronutrients. Carbohydrates followed the hypothesized pattern of 
decreasing with both time and treatment, suggesting this lesser known macronutrient in 
spider nutrition, and predator nutrition overall, should be analyzed further for its role in 
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spider energetics. Overall, spiders had highly variable responses to the changes in 
temperature regimes, suggesting they will be drastically influenced by climate change 
during the winter season. Future studies should be aimed at a more thorough 
understanding of energy reserves as they relate to temperature and variation in daily 
temperature shifts.  
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Figure 4.  Experimental Temperature Regime 
 
 
Figure A shows the full 16-week window of the experiment.  From week 1-8 
temperatures decreased, then increased to week 16 at the same rate.  The top graph, the 
blue line is the current winter treatment (CUR), green line is the warmer winter treatment 
(WAR), and the red line is the variable winter treatment (VAR).  The increased standard 
deviation lines indicate the weekly variability, so the VAR treatment has the highest 
variability.  Figure B shows the week 1 thermal regime on a hourly scale.  Each day was 
set to a 12-step thermal program, increasing to mid-day then decreasing towards the 
evening.  
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Figure 5.  Cold Tolerance of Spiders 
 
 
Panel A (top) is Critical Thermal minimum, the temperature at which locomotion ceased. 
Panel B (bottom) is Supercooling points, or the temperature at which internal freezing 
occurred.  Treatment is indicated by coloring, blue is the current winter treatment, green 
is warmer winter treatment and red is variable winter treatment.  
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Figure 6. Weight Gain of Spiders 
 
 
 
 
Weight gain of a select group of spiders in each of the three winter treatments from week 
1 to week 16. Points indicate average weight (mg) and lines indicate standard error at each 
time point. Blue line is current winter treatment, green is warmer winter treatment and red 
is variable winter treatment.  Time (week) is along the x-axis.  
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Figure 7.  Energy Stores of Spiders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure (A) is protein reserves, figure (B) is lipid reserves and figure (C) is carbohydrate 
reserves. Each reserve is measured as microgram per milligram of spider weight. Colored 
bars indicate treatment, blue is current winter treatment, green is warmer winter treatment 
and red is variable winter treatment. Asterisks indicate significance from Tukey’s HSD 
between groups.  Time (weeks) is along the x-axis.  
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CHAPTER 4. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FINE-SCALE DISTRIBUTION OF 
ANTARCTICA’S ONLY ENDEMIC INSECT 
 Introduction  
Species distributions and population sizes are dependent on interactions among 
physical, chemical and biological factors (Hughes et al., 1997; Westgate et al., 2014). 
Climatic features such as temperature and moisture, along with availability of macro- and 
micronutrients, have strong influences on the spatial distribution of plants and animals 
(Guisan & Thuiller, 2005). In addition to these abiotic factors, communities are also 
regulated by biological features such as dispersal, interaction among species (positive or 
negative) and reproduction (Chong et al., 2015). Characterizing these interactions 
between species and their environment is essential for understanding the historical 
processes that determine community composition and predicting response to 
environmental perturbation. 
The habitats of terrestrial Antarctica are among the most extreme yet simplified 
ecosystems on our planet, characterized by intense abiotic stressors including low 
temperature and limited water availability, and variable nutrient levels (Convey, 1997). 
These factors result in significantly reduced biodiversity relative to the rest of the planet 
(Convey & Stevens, 2007). For example, while more than 1 million species of insects 
have been described worldwide, only three are found on the continent of Antarctica. The 
harsh environments of Antarctica, combined with physical isolation and geographical 
barriers (Chong et al., 2015), result in a high degree of endemicity on the continent 
(Convey et al., 2008). While several studies have characterized terrestrial species 
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assemblages in Antarctic ecosystems ( Schlensog et al., 2013; Convey et al., 2008), few 
have identified factors that underlie variation in community composition or abundance of 
particular species (Chown & Convey, 2016). In contrast to temperate and tropical 
environments, interspecific interactions such as competition, parasitism and predation are 
less important for species distribution and population size in Antarctica, and instead 
abiotic factors such as temperature and water availability have historically been 
considered the primary drivers of terrestrial communities ( Kennedy, 1993; Convey, 
1996; Hogg et al., 2006; Bissett et al., 2014; Chown & Convey, 2016).   
While direct biotic interactions may not be critical drivers of terrestrial 
communities in Antarctica, recent evidence indicates that large marine animals are 
important mediators of terrestrial ecosystems by regulating macronutrient availability. 
Birds and seals transfer nitrogen from the sea to land, and vegetation and arthropod 
densities follow a gradient radiating from these large animal colonies (Bokhorst et al., 
2019). Specifically, mosses and lichens collected at sites with marine vertebrates present 
have 2-3-fold higher nitrogen content, which corresponds in dramatically higher 
arthropod abundance and richness. Furthermore, the influence of marine vertebrates 
extends several hundred meters from the coast. However, the extent to which these same 
factors drive fine-scale local variation in arthropod abundance has not been addressed.      
The terrestrial arthropod communities in Antarctica are relatively depauperate, 
limited to three true insects, approximately 15 species of Collembola, and 50 species of 
free-living mites (Convey, 2011). Of these, the midge Belgica antarctica is Antarctica’s 
only endemic insect and is found exclusively on offshore islands along the west coast of 
the Antarctic Peninsula. First described in 1900 (Jacobs, 1900), the basic life history and 
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physiology of this midge are well-studied (Lee & Denlinger, 2014). Adult midges are 
brachypterous and emerge for a brief period during the austral summer to mate and lay 
eggs, and larvae require two years to compete their life cycle. Larvae are typically 
associated with grasses, moss, and algae and are often found in nutrient-enriched soils 
near nesting birds and seal wallows (Peckham, 1971).     
In our field work, we observe considerable variation in midge population densities 
within and across islands, and these observations are supported by the limited data 
available on Antarctic midge population densities from other regions of the continent. 
Rico and Quesada (2013) surveyed abundance of B. antarctica on Byers Island in 
maritime Antarctica and found an average of 193 larvae/m2, with maximum densities of 
333 larvae/m2 in dry littoral areas and upwards of 43,000 larvae/m2 in moist, moss-heavy 
sites. Peckham (1971) reported larval densities as high as 2500 larvae/liter, whereas 
nearby sites had other arthropods but no midge larvae. These observations suggest 
substantial site-specific variation in population densities, but the biotic and abiotic factors 
that influence midge distribution and abundance are largely unknown.   
The community composition of the habitats of B. antarctica is relatively simple. 
Midges are often found in association with Collembola and mites, but whether there is 
competition or mutualism among these arthropods has not been addressed. B. antarctica 
does not appear to have any predators, and there is little evidence of interaction between 
the midge and other arthropods (Chown & Convey, 2016). Aside from invertebrates, 
midge habitats contain primary producers, including cryptogams, i.e., moss and the alga 
Prasiola crispa, a single grass species Deschampsia antarctica Desv. (Poaceae), and 
bacterial and fungal microorganisms. Larvae are typically found associated with grass, 
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moss and algae, which suggests these primary producers may be a prerequisite for midge 
communities. Larvae are thought to be non-selective feeders consuming plant material, 
algae and microorganisms (Strong, 1967; Peckham, 1971; Baust & Edwards, 1979).     
Previous work on B. antarctica has demonstrated that ecologically relevant 
temperature and water stress can cause mortality and sublethal injury, and thus these 
abiotic factors likely influence distribution and abundance (Teets & Denlinger, 2014). 
Nutrient availability is an additional abiotic factor that likely influences midge 
abundance, but this factor has not been subjected to rigorous investigation. Nitrogen input 
from marine vertebrates is a limiting factor for primary producers and invertebrates in 
terrestrial Antarctica (Bokhorst et al., 2019), but insects were not considered in that 
study. Furthermore, Bokhorst et al. (2019) compared habitats with and without marine 
vertebrate activity but did not address factors that influence local population density 
within a particular habitat.  
Here, I aimed to identify underlying environmental factors that influence local 
population sizes of B. antarctica. I quantitatively sampled midge larvae from five islands 
around Palmer Station and collected data on biotic and abiotic characteristics from the 
same sites. Based on previous work, I hypothesized that midge population density would 
be positively associated with moisture and nitrogen content, and other arthropods in the 
ecosystem would respond similarly. However, I found no support that fine-scale variation 
in population size is driven by moisture or nitrogen levels. The results suggest habitat 
structure and levels of carbon and sodium are the primary factors influencing midge 
density.   
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 Methods 
This study was conducted on offshore islands in the vicinity of Palmer Station, which is 
located on Anvers Island on the Antarctic Peninsula (64°46’S, 64°04’W). All samples 
were collected in January 2018 and either processed immediately or shipped frozen to the 
University of Kentucky for analysis.   
 Transects  
Samples were collected from Amsler Island (64°45’S, 64°05’W), Cormorant 
Island (64°47’S, 63°57’W), Torgersen Island (64°46’S, 64°05’W) Christine Island 
(64°43’S, 64°13’W),  and  Joubins Island 4 (64°47’S, 63°57’W). These islands are 
established collecting sites for midges with previously documented populations. Because 
our goal was to assess quantitative variation in midge abundance, we began transects at 
known midge collecting sites (Figure 8). The site at Amsler Island was a deep moss bed 
on a ridge, approximately 5 m above sea level. The transect on Cormorant Island was 
along a gradual rocky slope dominated by moss and algae, and the transect was 
approximately 15 m from a small Adelie penguin colony and ended approximately 10 m 
from shore. The transect at Torgersen Island was in a flat algae-covered rock bed, within 
15 m of a large Adelie penguin colony. At Christine Island, the transect was located in an 
abandoned seal rookery approximately 20 m from shore. Finally, the transect at Joubins 
Island 4 was a long a steep elevational gradient, starting about 20 m from the shore in an 
area with little vertebrate animal activity, only a couple skua nest sites.   
Starting from a previously recorded midge collecting site, a 20 m linear transect 
was established, and samples were collected at 1 m intervals. At each interval, I placed a 
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900 cm2 square that was divided into nine 100 cm2 squared areas inside. At each plot the 
following abiotic and biotic variables were measured. 
4.2.1.1 Biotic Variables 
Arthropod samples were collected from two adjacent squares of the nine 
randomly within the gridded plot (a total area of 200 cm2). Two adjacent squares within 
the grid that were representative of the plot were sampled for midge abundance. The top 
1.5 cm of substrate (moss, grass, algae and rocks) was removed and placed in a plastic 
bag. In a preliminary assessment, I determined that most arthropods are found within 1.5 
cm of the surface at these sites. The substrate was returned to Palmer Station, and 
arthropods were extracted using a Berlese apparatus. After extraction, arthropods were 
placed in ice water to be sorted and counted.  Raw counts were converted to densities per 
square meter for all samples. Previous collecting experience indicated some degree of 
spatial separation between midges and other arthropods. The samples are biased towards 
midge habitats, so Collembola and mite densities are likely not a true representation of 
their potential values. I still included them as a biotic variable in our model to test for any 
associations with midges.   
Microhabitat composition of each plot was assessed by calculating percent cover 
of moss, algae, grass and rocks. The diversity of microorganisms at each plot was 
analyzed using PCR amplification and sequencing of the V4 region of the 16S rRNA 
gene on the Illumina Miseq platform (dual-barcoded, paired-end reads, 2 X 250 flow cell) 
according to (Kozich, et al. 2013).  Soil samples from 1.5 cm below the substrate were 
taken from the same area collected for arthropod abundance, placed into 1.7 ml 
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microcentrifuge tubes and kept at -80C until analyses were made at the University of 
Kentucky. DNA was extracted using a Zymobiomics DNA Mini Prep kit. Sequence data 
from Miseq analysis was processed using Mothur software (v1.40.5) following the Miseq 
SOP (https://www.mothur.org/wiki/MiSeq_SOP, accessed July 2018 
4.2.1.2 Abiotic Variables 
Moisture content of the substrate was calculated by taking a 1-2 g piece of 
substrate from the sampled area and drying in an oven for 12 h at 60C. Samples were 
weighed before and after drying to obtain percent moisture content. For samples used for 
carbon and nitrogen content, arthropods were removed from the substrate, and one 50-ml 
tube from each site was reserved. These samples were stored at -80C and shipped to the 
University of Kentucky on dry ice. At the University of Kentucky, samples were 
analyzed for total carbon and nitrogen on a FlashEA 1112 elemental analyzer 
(ThermoFisher Scienitifc Inc., Waltham, MA).  Elemental composition (aluminum, 
magnesium, calcium, iron, phosphorous, potassium, sodium and sulfur) was also 
measured on the same substrate samples. The samples (up to 250 mg of dry powder) were 
microwave digested (CEM MARSXpress, Matthews, NC, USA) in 10 mL of trace-metal 
grade nitric acid in sealed Teflon bombs at 180°C for 10 min following EPA method 
3052. Elemental content was determined using inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES; Agilent 5110 SVDV, Santa Clara, CA) following EPA 
method 6010d. To assess quality control, procedural blanks, cross calibration verification, 
duplication and spike recovery were performed as outlined in EPA method 6010d. We 
also assessed recovery of acid extractable elements from a standard reference material 
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(National Institute of Standards and Technology SRM 2709, San Joaquin Soil, 
Gaithersburg, MD, USA). 
 Statistical Models  
Of the 100 plots sampled (5 islands, 20 plots per island), 11 had insufficient DNA 
for the microorganism analysis, and I excluded these samples from the analysis so that 
our models included all variables. Final sample sizes for our five islands were: Amsler 
(n=13), Christine (n=19), Joubins (n=20), Torgersen (n=18) and Cormorant (n=19).   
To determine the extent to which our variables differed across islands, I used 
ANOVA to compare each variable across islands. Midge, Collembola and mite densities 
were not normally distributed, so these were analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis.   
To identify environmental variables that explained variation in midge population 
density, I modelled midge density using general linear mixed models (GLMM). Prior to 
fitting the model, I calculated the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each variable 
(Collembola/mite density, nitrogen/carbon percentage, moisture content, bacterial 
diversity, percent cover of moss/algae/grass/rock, and total content of elemental 
substances Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, S, P, K) to test for collinearity, using the R package ‘car’.  
We assumed variables with VIF >5 were collinear and excluded them from the model.  
The final covariates were included in the model: total percent carbon of substrate, total 
percent nitrogen of substrate, total amount sodium of substrate, substrate moisture, cover 
of algae (%), cover of grass (%), cover of moss (%), Collembola density, mite density, 
and bacterial diversity. Island was treated as a random effect within the model. I used a 
square-root transformation of the midge density, confirmed the normality of model 
residuals using a Shapiro-Wilks test with R package ‘stats’.  
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Given the large number of explanatory variables included in this model, I 
conducted model selection of all possible combinations of explanatory variables using a 
multi-model inference approach with the function ‘dredge’ in the R package ‘MuMin’. I 
determined the best-ranked model set as all models with ΔAIC less than two. Further, for 
all explanatory variables included in the best-ranked model set, I compared the relative 
variable importance (RVI) as the sum of the Akaike weights across all the models within 
the best-ranked set (Burnham & Anderson 2004). Finally, I performed conditional model 
averaging within the best ranked model set. 
Additionally, I used principal component analysis (PCA) and pairwise 
correlations to further assess the structure of our dataset. The PCA was used to cluster 
plots by similarity and determine which variables were most responsible for separation 
among plots. This analysis was completed in R using the ‘prcomp’ function with scaling 
and graphed using the ‘ggbiplot’ package. A correlation matrix was calculated in r using 
the package ‘corrplot’ and graphed using ‘ggcorrplot’. Both of these used the square-root 
transformed values of midge, Collembola and mite densities.   
 Results  
 Midge Population Density  
Across the five islands, there was variation in midge density (Figure 9), but these 
differences were not statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, Chi square = 5.97, df = 4, p 
= .20, Table S1). Joubins Island had the highest median midge density of 5,400/m2 (range 
= 1050-25,700/ m2), while Amsler Island had the lowest, with 4,050/m2 (range = 0-
12,100/m2). The maximum density of midges collected at one plot was 38,850/ m2, 
collected from Cormorant Island.   
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 Biotic Variables  
In addition to midges, I also measured density of Collembola (Cryptopygus 
antarcticus) and mites (Alaskozetes antarcticus). Collembola density differed 
significantly among islands (Kruskal-Wallis, Chi-square = 23.07, df = 4, p = 0.0001). 
Christine Island had the highest density, with a median Collembola density of 2,250/m2 
(range = 0-294,300/ m2). Mite density also differed significantly among islands (Kruskal-
Wallis, Chi-square = 31.09, df = 4, p = <0.0001), with Christine Island once again having 
the highest average number of mites per area, a median mite density of 2,400/ m2 (range 
= 0- 69,950/ m2). 
To compare microhabitats across sites, I calculated the percent cover at each plot 
for moss, algae, grass and rocks. Moss cover was significantly different across islands 
(ANOVA, F4,84=29.36, p=<.0001), with Joubins and Amsler Islands having the highest 
moss cover (89.2  5.1% and 88 .2 6.2% respectively). Torgersen had the lowest moss 
cover at 23.5  5.3%. Algae cover was significantly different across islands (ANOVA, 
F4,84=12.09, p=<.0001), with Torgersen Island having the highest average percent algae 
(34.9  4.2%) and Joubins Island having the lowest algae cover at 0.0 4.0%.  Grass 
cover was significantly different across islands (ANOVA, F4,84=3.27, p=0.015), with 
Cormorant Island having the highest average percent grass (8.1  1.8%) and Amsler 
Island having the lowest grass cover at 0.0  1.8%.   
Alpha diversity of the microorganism community was calculated as observed 
richness of the 16s sequences. Diversity differed significantly between islands (ANOVA, 
F4,84= 10.6, p= <0.0001), with Joubins Island having the highest diversity with an average 
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of 70635 OTUs and Amsler Island having the lowest diversity, with an average of 
39344 OTUs.   
 Abiotic Variables 
Percent nitrogen and carbon were analyzed, and the C:N ratio was calculated 
(Figure 9). Nitrogen content differed significantly across islands (ANOVA F4,84=6.27, 
p=0.0002), with substrate from Torgersen Island having the highest content (4.13  
0.25%) and substrate from Amsler Island having the lowest at 2.55  0.29%. Carbon 
content also differed significantly across islands (ANOVA F4,84=19.86, p=<.0001), with 
substrate from Amsler Island having the highest carbon levels (44.09  2.46%) and 
substrate from Christine Island having the lowest at 24.23  2.03% (Figure 9). The C:N 
ratio differed significantly across islands (ANOVA F4,84=30.49, p=<.0001), with Amsler 
and Joubins Islands having the highest average ratios (18.50  1.13 and 17.85  0.91, 
respectively) and Torgersen Island having the lowest at 8.04  0.96.       
Amsler and Joubins Islands, which had the highest percentage of moss, tended to 
have the highest carbon and lowest nitrogen levels. Islands that were dominated by 
vertebrate activity, i.e. penguin rookeries and elephant seal wallows, like Torgersen and 
Cormorant, had higher nitrogen and lower carbon. The elemental content of the substrate 
was significantly different across islands except sodium. Moisture content of the substrate 
varied significantly across islands (ANOVA, F4,84= 6.5, p= <0.0001), with Amsler Island 
having the highest moisture of 44  4% and Torgersen Island having the lowest at 21  
3%.   
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 Ecological Drivers of Midge Abundance 
Ecological variables that are associated with variation in arthropod abundance 
(i.e., soil moisture and nitrogen) showed significant variation across islands, but this did 
not correspond to variation in midge abundance (Figure 9). However, there was 
considerable plot-to-plot variation in midge abundance on all islands, so I used GLMM 
modeling with island as a random effect to identify variables that are associated with 
midge abundance on a plot-by-plot basis. Of the 10 environmental variables included in a 
GLMM to explain variation in midge density, six variables (algae cover, sodium content, 
carbon content, moss cover, nitrogen content, and bacterial diversity) were included in 
our best-ranked model set. For the variables included in the best-ranked model set, the 
most important (highest RVI) was cover of algae (%), followed by soil sodium, soil 
carbon, cover of moss, soil nitrogen and bacterial diversity (Table 1). Conditional model 
averaging revealed that the cover of algae (%) within plots was positively related to 
midge density, whereas soil sodium was negatively related to midge density (Table 1).  
 Multivariate Analyses 
From the PCA, I determined which variables contributed most to the variance 
structure of the dataset, and the results were consistent with our linear model (Figure 
10a). While samples from different islands showed significant overlap, clusters of 
samples from Amsler and Joubins Islands tended to separate along PC1, which explained 
34.3% of the variance in the dataset, and this separation was primarily driven by 
difference in phosphorous, C:N ratio, and potassium. PC2, which explained 13.9% of the 
variance in the dataset was primarily driven by algae cover, mite density and carbon. 
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Sodium and total percent carbon were all aligned in opposing directions from midge 
density, consistent with the negative relationship found in our models.    
To further visualize correlations in the dataset, I constructed a correlation matrix, 
which illustrates that many of the micronutrients are correlated with one another (Figure 
10b). This result is consistent with our VIF analyses, where the majority of the 
micronutrients had a VIF>5. For midge density, there were no significant pairwise 
correlations with any of the variables. The strongest positive correlation was with algae 
cover (r89= 0.176, p= 0.098), and strongest negative correlations were with total percent 
carbon (r89= -0.165, p= 0.1219) and sodium of the substrate (r89= -.123, p= 0.2505).   
 Discussion  
I investigated potential ecological drivers of Antarctic midge population density.   
Previous collecting records indicated significant fine-scale variation in population 
densities, but the habitat features that explained this variation had not addressed in detail. 
While previously identified drivers of Antarctic arthropod abundance (e.g., soil moisture 
and nitrogen) significantly varied across islands, this variation did not result in island-to-
island differences in midge abundance. However, across all plots there was substantial 
variation in midge density (more than four orders of magnitude), so I used model 
selection to identify variables that predicted this variation in midge abundance. Through 
our modeling and multivariate analyses, I found algae cover and the elemental 
composition of the plant substrate were the strongest indicators of midge abundance. 
These results are important for understanding what drives the significant fine-scale 
variation in population density and predicting the responses of these communities to 
environmental changes.    
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 Local Variation in Midge Abundance is Not Associated with Moisture or 
Nitrogen  
Based on previous research on the ecological conditions that support terrestrial 
arthropod diversity and abundance in Antarctica, I expected midge abundance to be 
positively associated with microhabitat moisture (Chown & Convey, 2016; Convey et al., 
2014; Everatt et al., 2015) and nitrogen levels (Bokhorst et al., 2019). However, I failed 
to detect a relationship between midge abundance and these variables in our analyses. 
Both of these variables significantly varied across islands, but this variation did not result 
in island-to-island variation in midge abundance. Furthermore, in the multivariate 
modeling that examined plot-to-plot variation in midge density, I failed to detect a 
relationship between midge abundance, moisture, and nitrogen.   
While moisture was not related to midge abundance, pairwise correlations 
indicated that moisture level was associated with moss cover (Figure 10b).  Thick moss 
carpets retain moisture, even after prolonged drought (Hayward et al., 2004), which may 
explain why mosses and arthropods (midges, Collembola and mites) are often found in 
close proximity, despite the lack of relationship observed in our study. The current study 
is not the first to observe a lack of correlation between terrestrial arthropods and water 
content; Bokhorst and Convey (2016) also did not detect an effect of cryptogam water 
content on the microarthropod community. While I found no significant relationship 
between water content and midge abundance, it does not suggest water availability is 
unimportant but rather illustrates the difficulty in capturing the relationship. The 
influence of soil moisture is often difficult to quantify due to high temporal variability in 
water availability (Nielsen et al., 2012), and with the current study spanning several 
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weeks, weather patterns and rainfall differences between collecting dates might confound 
any potential relationship between midge abundance and moisture content. Furthermore, 
sampling was restricted to the summer, and perhaps water availability during the driest 
months (i.e., winter) is more predictive of arthropod abundance. Finally, plots were 
specifically chosen because they contained midges, and thus data do not represent 
random sampling of water content and midge abundance across the entire ecosystem.   
In Antarctic systems, nitrogen is a limiting nutrient, mostly sourced from 
vertebrate activity (Croll et al., 2016; Erskine et al., 1998). In previous literature, midges 
were reported to feed mostly on decaying material (Convey & Block, 1996), thus 
suggesting that nitrogen would be a strong predictor of midge density. From Bokhorst et 
al. (2019), nitrogen stemming from penguin rookeries increased the abundance and 
diversity of both plants and arthropods. The presence of large vertebrates, whether 
penguins or elephant seals, increases soil concentrations of major plant nutrients, 
especially nitrogen. This nitrogen fertilization, in conjunction with adequate amounts of 
soil moisture, determines where plant life flourishes. Midges, as well as other arthropods, 
are dependent on plants and algae, and thus show a similar response to nitrogen 
fertilization (Ryan & Watkins, 1989). As opposed to previous studies, which compared 
sites with dramatically different nitrogen inputs, midges were present in all sites included 
in our study, indicating they had sufficient nitrogen to support midges. Thus, while 
nitrogen clearly drives broad-scale variation in arthropod abundance (Bokhorst and 
Convey, 2019), the results indicate that fine-scale variation in abundance is not driven by 
nitrogen availability. 
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 Habitat Structure Resulted in Differences in Midge Density  
While the primary hypotheses were not supported, the modeling indicated that 
algae cover (Prasiola crispa) was the strongest positive predictor of midge density. It is 
well documented that midges feed on algae (Chown & Convey, 2016; Peckham, 1971), 
and other studies in the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic have shown the importance of algae 
presence in regulating abundance of other arthropods, including mites (Ryan & Watkins, 
1989) and Collembola (Errington et al., 2018). While midges have been observed feeding 
directly on algae (Convey & Block, 1996), algae may also promote midge density 
through changing soil properties, such as aerating the soil or increasing the proportion of 
organic material through decaying vegetation (Errington et al., 2018).   
While previous studies have indicated an association between arthropods and 
moss (Convey & Block, 1996), in my models there was no relationship between mosses 
and local variation in population density. While midges are often associated with moss, 
we tend to find them in older decaying moss beds rather than dense new growth. This 
observation is consistent with earlier claims that midges are found in areas with decaying 
vegetation and are incapable of feeding on live moss tissue (Convey & Block, 1996). 
While moss cover was not a strong predictor of midge density itself, my analyses did not 
account for the growth stage or quality of moss, which likely influences the nutrients and 
elemental composition found in those areas, discussed below. Furthermore, most sites 
had at least some presence of moss cover, which may have obscured any potential 
relationships between midge abundance and moss cover.   
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 Influence of Elemental Composition on Midge Density  
In my final model, sodium was a significant negative predictor of midge density 
(p = 0.046). The effect of sodium availability on arthropod communities has received 
little attention, but recent studies suggest that increasing sodium is beneficial to 
herbivores and plant detritovores in sodium-limited environments (Clay et al., 2014; 
Kaspari et al., 2017). I observed the opposite relationship, although the habitats we 
sampled likely receive abundant sodium via seawater deposition. Instead, the relationship 
between sodium and midge abundance may be driven by variation in sodium uptake by 
different plants. Sodium was negatively correlated (p-value = 0.10) with algae cover 
(Figure 3b), and although not quite statistically significant, is consistent with previous 
studies. On Signy Island, Antarctica, algae has lower sodium content than green portions 
of moss (Smith, 1978), and the high levels observed in moss are likely due to stems and 
leaves absorbing salts deposited by ocean spray. In a similar study on King George 
Island, algae had nearly a 2-fold lower sodium content (1.80mg/g) relative to moss 
(3.43mg/g) at the same sampling location (Fabiszewski & Wojtun, 2000). In our dataset, 
algae cover was the strongest positive effect on midge abundance, which could explain 
why plots with low sodium tended to have higher midge density.   
Total percent carbon also had a slight negative effect on midge abundance that 
was moderately significant (p = 0.090). Carbon, like sodium, tends to be correlated with 
moss abundance (Figure 10b). Among my plots, those on Amsler Island had an average 
of 88.2% moss cover (compared to 1.7% average algae cover); this Island also had the 
highest average carbon content, 44.1% (Figure 9). My results are consistent with moss-
dominated sites in East Antarctica, which have up to 44% carbon content (Ino & 
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Nakatsubo, 1986). Carbon content varies with stages of moss body development, with 
more actively-growing moss beds having higher carbon content (Ino & Nakatsubo, 
1986). I observed a positive relationship between midge density and algae cover, and thus 
the relationship between midges and carbon, like sodium, may also be related to 
differences in carbon between moss and algae-dominated sites. While previous studies 
have shown similar carbon content between mosses and terrestrial algae at the same 
location (Fabiszewski & Wojtun, 2000), my dataset indicated dramatic differences in 
carbon content between moss and algae-dominated plots. For example, on Cormorant 
Island, adjacent plots, one with 0% moss cover and 78% algae, and the other with 78% 
moss cover and 0% algae, had 4.6% and 15.6% total carbon, respectively. In the 
correlation matrix, moss had a strong positive correlation with carbon (p-value <.0001) 
while algae had a strong negative correlation (p-value <.0001). I hypothesize that 
differences in carbon content among the different habitat types drove the relationship 
between carbon and midge density. As discussed above, we tend to find few midges in 
the dense, new growth moss beds, which likely have the highest carbon content.   
 Extreme Fine-Scale Variation in Midge Abundance  
A final noteworthy result from the current study is the extent of variation in midge 
density across our sites. Across the 100 plots, midge density ranged from 0 to 38,850 
larvae/m2, with high variation among plots. For instance, on Cormorant Island, density in 
the 20 plots (each separated by 1 m) ranged from 50 to 38,850 larvae/m2. In some cases, 
even adjacent plots had considerable variation in density; for example, the highest density 
plot on Cormorant (38,850 larvae/m2) was adjacent to a plot with 3,150 larvae/m2. 
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This range of values is comparable to previous records of midge density. Rico and 
Quesada (2013) conducted similar quantitative sampling of B. antarctica along Byers 
Peninsula and reported mean densities of 193/m2 with maximum of 42,300/m2 within 
water-saturated mosses. In my study, across all islands, median midge density was more 
than an order of magnitude higher at 4,350/m2, but the maximum density we observed 
(38,850/ m2) was remarkably similar to that observed by Rico and Quesada (2013). 
Peckham (1971) reported a maximum density of 2,500 larvae/L, which again is 
remarkably similar to the values we obtained (2566 larvae/L), when converted to the 
same scale (our samples were taken within the top 1.5 cm of substrate). However, a lack 
of sampling details in the previous studies makes it difficult to formally compare results. 
Nonetheless, the range of midge densities we observed is in line with previous literature, 
although my median densities were higher, likely due to sampling only in well-
established collecting sites.   
 Conclusion  
This study offers the most comprehensive assessment of microhabitat conditions 
that influence local variation in population sizes for an Antarctic terrestrial arthropod. 
Understanding these ecological relationships is critical for predicting how these sensitive 
habitats might respond to environmental change. I show a positive relationship with algae 
cover, and a negative relationship with sodium and carbon content. Previous studies 
suggest moist, nutrient-enriched soils that promote plant cover are among the biggest 
contributors to midge distributions (Chown & Convey, 2016; Convey & Block, 1996; 
Rico & Quesada, 2013). My results do not support these hypotheses, suggesting the 
relationships between midges and their environment may be more complicated than 
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anticipated, especially on a fine local scale. This work illustrates the importance of fine-
scale habitat variation on the distribution of plants and insects (Liebhold et al., 2018). My 
work is consistent with the early anecdotal studies of Peckham (1971), who likewise did 
not observe a relationship between soil organic nitrogen and midge density. Overall, in 
this early work Peckham came to the conclusion that the significant variation in midge 
population density isn’t strongly tied to any specific environmental factor, and my 
quantitative data nearly 50 years later support this assertion. I conclude that the 
relationships between midge and its environment is nuanced and represents complexity 
that cannot easily be attributed to a single environmental factor. 
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Table 1.  Results from model selection  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Top variables are those found in models with AIC >2, with estimate and 
importance from the conditional average of the best model set.  The variables with blank 
cells were those that were included in the full model, but not with the best model set.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Variable Estimate Importance 
Intercept 70.01  
Algae 15.36 0.91 
Sodium -10.31 0.91 
Carbon -12.27 0.38 
Moss 10.10 0.27 
Nitrogen -7.48 0.25 
Bacterial 
Diversity 
4.64 0.18 
Substrate 
Moisture 
------- ------- 
Collembola ------- ------- 
Mite ------- ------- 
Grass ------- ------- 
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Figure 8.  Visualization of transects across the five islands.   
 
Top three panels are Amsler, Christine and Cormorant Islands.  Bottom two panels are 
Joubins 4 and Torgersen Islands.   
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Figure 9. Distribution of variables across islands 
 
Figure 2.A, C-F. Midge Abundance, Substrate Moisture, Total Percent Carbon of 
Substrate, Total Percent Nitrogen of Substrate and C:N Ratio of Substrate across the five 
islands.  Letters indicate Tukey’s HSD comparisons.   
Figure 2B.  Distribution of habitat substrate types across the islands, with a stacked bar 
chart showing the proportion each of moss, algae, grass and rock cover.  
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Figure 10.  Principal Components Analysis and Correlation Matrices of variables grouped 
by island. 
 
Figure A.  Dimension 1 explains 34.3% of the variation in our data set, driven by 
phosphorous, C:N ratio and potassium.  Dimension 2 explains 13.9%, driven by algae 
cover, mite density and carbon. Shaded ellipses around plots separate by island.   
Figure B. Blue indicate positive correlation, red indicate negative.  Boxes that contain 
“X” are not statistically significant at 0.05 p-value.  
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CHAPTER 5. CHILLING IN THE COLD: USING THERMAL ACCLIMATION TO DEMONSTRATE 
PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY IN ANIMALS  
 Scientific Teaching Context 
 Learning Goals 
The primary goal of this lesson is to teach students how organisms respond to 
changes in their physical environment and how to use this knowledge to predict 
biological impacts of climate change. I apply the concepts of phenotypic plasticity and 
thermal biology so that students can appreciate the importance of temperature on all 
levels of an organism’s biology and ecology. Using real-world climate data, students gain 
an understanding of how changes in our world’s temperature regimes can impact 
biological systems. This lesson aligns with goals contained within the Ecological Society 
of America Learning Framework, specifically 1) How do species interact with their 
habitat? and 2) What impacts do humans have on ecosystem?  
 Learning Objectives  
Students will be able to:  
• Describe how the scientific method can be used to answer real-world problems.  
• Define the basic components of an experiment.   
• Predict how tolerance of extreme temperatures and phenotypic plasticity may 
influence individual fitness and ultimately shape the evolution of organisms.  
• Understand the basic principles of climate change and evaluate how these changes 
in temperature regimes will impact organisms.   
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 Introduction  
The ability of organisms to cope with changes in their environment is critical for 
survival. Through years of research, we know that animals and plants can respond to their 
changing environments through a wide range of mechanisms (Gomulklewicz & 
Kirkpatrick, 1992; Schlinchting & Smith, 2002; Pigiucci, 2003). Tadpoles can change 
their body shape when in the presence of a predator (Relyea, 2004; Michel, 2012). Plants 
can change their floral scent cues based on the scent cues of nearby flowering plants 
(Dicke, 2016; Caruso et al., 2013; Valladares et al., 2007). Insects can alter their ability to 
survive cold stress when acclimated to a cold environment (Lee et al., 1987; Teets & 
Denlinger, 2013). The ability of an individual to produce multiple phenotypes depending 
on environmental conditions is termed phenotypic plasticity.   
  Current rates of global warming and climate change are unprecedented in 
Earth’s history. These rapid changes in temperature and precipitation patterns are having 
drastic effects on plant and animal life (Walther et al., 2002; Parmesan & Yohe, 2003; 
Walter, 2010). In many cases, the rate of climate change exceeds species’ ability to adapt 
to these new environments through evolution, leading to changes in behavior and 
phenology of organisms, range shifts of their populations, and even extinction (Parmesan 
et al., 1999; Bradley et al., 2002; Garcia-Robledo et al., 2016; Burgess et al., 2018).  
Thus, phenotypic plasticity is critical for an organism’s ability to persist in the face of 
climate change (Srgo et al., 2015). One of the best studied and understood environmental 
changes that can elicit phenotypic plasticity is a change in temperature. For insects, the 
most diverse and abundant land animals on the planet and the focus of this lab activity, 
temperature has a major influence on their biology, ecology and evolution. Temperature 
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directly impacts insect behavior and activity, which influences how successful they are at 
producing the next generation (i.e. Fitness) (Regniere et al., 2012). Climate change is 
increasing mean temperatures, as well as variability and the frequency of extreme events, 
and these changes are having major consequences for insects (Bale et al., 2002; 
Denlinger & Lee, 2010). Somewhat paradoxically, the winter season is perhaps the most 
affected by climate change (Williams et al., 2015); winter is warming faster than other 
seasons, and these changes in winter conditions can affect insects’ ability to survive 
sudden cold snaps when they do occur (e.g., the polar vortex of 2018-2019).  
This lesson incorporates two key concepts, climate change and phenotypic 
plasticity, to investigate how a common insect can respond to changes in temperature by 
changing its cold tolerance, and how these biological responses relate to climate change. 
While our lesson plan does not directly measure fitness, we discuss how thermal 
acclimation is important for maintaining fitness in a changing climate. While previous 
studies have used cold tolerance of flies to address the topic of climate change (Catullo et 
al., 2019; Xue et al., 2019), our lesson extends these lessons by incorporating phenotypic 
plasticity to different environments including real weather data to predict responses to 
climate change.   
 Intended Audience 
This laboratory activity is suitable for both science majors and non-majors and is 
modifiable for upper and lower level students. My lesson was given to a small 20-student 
class of upper-level non-science major students at Transylvania University in Lexington, 
Ky (n=20).   
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 Required Learning Time 
This lesson requires time for acquisition of the materials, rearing of the flies, and 
one week for acclimation treatments. Data collection requires a single 60-minute class 
period. The lesson is divided into six individual activities, with each activity taking 
between 60 and 75 minutes (see Table 2).   
 Prerequisite Student Knowledge  
Before this lesson, students were given lectures and materials about the effects of 
climate change, including major changes in weather patterns such as increased 
temperatures and increased frequency of extreme events. The students and I discussed the 
terms phenotypic plasticity and acclimation in light of climate change. For example, how 
can an organism cope with an environment that is un-predictable in temperature and 
weather patterns? We discussed the value of plasticity to survive in unpredictable climate 
scenarios. Finally, the students were informed about cold-tolerance in flies, including the 
terms chill-coma and its recovery time, and critical thermal minimum.   
 Scientific Teaching Themes 
This lesson incorporates the teaching mode of think-pair-share to facilitate active 
learning and inclusiveness in the classroom.   
 Active Learning  
Almost all material in this lesson is designed from a student-centered perspective 
to facilitate active learning, which has been shown to increase student performance in 
STEM courses (Freeman et al., 2014). Many of the activities are done in a modified form 
of Think-Pair-Share (Kaddoura, 2013), which is a classroom-based active learning 
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strategy in which students think about problems posed by the instructor, then students 
work together in pairs (or in my case, small groups) to solve the problem and share their 
ideas with the rest of the class. This model allows students to voice their ideas to a small 
group of peers, reflect on their own thinking and obtain immediate feedback from peers 
and the instructor (Smith et al., 2009; 2011).  
 Inclusive Teaching  
This lesson seeks to create a collaborative learning environment, open to all 
students’ academic, social and cultural backgrounds. It fosters an inclusive teaching 
environment by encouraging students to use prior skills and knowledge towards the 
activity (Armstrong, 2011). For instance, in my course many students were business or 
economics majors and had previous experience with Google sheets. Other students were 
fine arts majors and were able to visualize graphs and experimental outlines with their 
groups. Additionally, I recommend incorporating a variety of teaching methods to meet 
the needs of students with diverse learning preferences. For example, I presented ideas 
and concepts to students via PowerPoint, but also demonstrated point by point on a white 
board with graphs and drawings. Students were given worksheets and instructions. 
Finally, oral instructions were given, and students were encouraged to work in groups 
with peer-led activities. 
 Lesson Plan   
This lesson plan includes six laboratory exercises during which students conduct 
and analyze the results of an experiment in a small group setting. Students learn the entire 
scientific process ranging from experimental design to statistical analysis and presentation 
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of results. For this activity, I recommend using the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, a 
model organism that is inexpensive and easy to maintain. Throughout the exercises, 
students worked in self-selected groups of 2 or 3. Larger group sizes may result in too little 
work per student, and this lesson would be difficult for a single student working alone. At 
the beginning of each class, students should be given a brief presentation that provides an 
overview and purpose of the activity, where students can locate the materials, and 
opportunities to ask any questions before they begin. Below I outline the lesson plans for 
each laboratory activity.   
 Laboratory Exercise #1: Introduction to Relevant Topics 
The goal of the first lab is to introduce students to climate change, phenotypic 
plasticity, cold tolerance, and the life cycle of fruit flies.   
Lab Overview 
This lab introduces students to working with Drosophila while also covering the 
topic of plasticity and how it relates to cold tolerance. Students are provided information 
on the life cycle of the fly and how it is dependent on temperature at all stages. Next, the 
basics of insect cold tolerance, thermal acclimation, and phenotypic plasticity are 
introduced. Because flies are ectotherms, their body temperature is regulated by ambient 
temperature, such that if the environment cools down, so will the fly. Depending on your 
class level, you may choose to give a more detailed explanation of cold tolerance, for 
example by delving into the cellular biology of this trait. Typically, at temperatures 
between 0-10C, depending on species, insects enter a reversible state of paralysis known 
as “chill-coma.” In chill coma, all movement ceases, and the insect is unable to walk 
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around, feed or mate. If the chill-coma lasts too long, the insect will die.  However, there 
is a window of time when the insect, if warmed back up, will recover. The time it takes to 
recover is called “chill-coma recovery time” (CCRT). This trait is an ecologically relevant 
measure of cold tolerance and assesses the time required to regain ecological functions like 
finding food and mates. It is also easy to measure, as it does not require any special 
equipment, and can be directly observed by students. Explain to students that depending 
on the environment the fly is acclimated to, they may have a shorter or longer chill coma 
recovery time (Gerken et al., 2016). There is also a genetic component to this trait, such 
that chill coma recovery time is influenced by both genotype and environment (Hoffmann 
et al., 2002; Kellermann et al., 2012).Thus, it is a robust way to measure phenotypic 
plasticity to a temperature cue, and to investigate how climate change may influence fruit 
flies.   
Once students understand the basic biology of fruit flies, cold tolerance metrics and 
phenotypic plasticity, discuss how climate change relates to this experiment. This concept 
is effectively conveyed by displaying graphs of temperature regimes during the winter 
season (Williams et al. 2015). Not only is winter increasing in average temperature, but the 
frequency of cold snaps and warm spells is also predicted to increase.   
The goal of this lab is for students to think about how ectotherms depend on 
temperature for their function, and how their entire biology may be impacted by disruption 
of normal temperature cycles.   
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 Laboratory Exercise #2: Generating hypotheses and separating flies into 
acclimation treatments 
The goal for this lab is to separate flies into their acclimation treatments so that 
their cold tolerance can be measured in the following lab exercise. Students will also be 
introduced to the scientific method and generate hypotheses and predictions for their 
experiments.   
Lab Prep 
Prior to this lab exercise, you will need to have adult flies. You can order adult 
flies from online vendors such as Carolina or Fisher, or you can rear flies on your own 
prior to the exercise. The latter option is preferable, because you can control the rearing 
temperature and the age of the flies, but the first option is easier for those without fly 
experience. Each student group will need at least 30 adult flies (n=10 per acclimation 
treatment).   
Lab Overview 
To begin this lab, introduce students to the tenants of the scientific method, 
including hypothesis generation, dependent and independent variables, experimental 
design, analyses, and graphical and written display of results. I have found a common 
source of confusion for students is correctly identifying independent and dependent 
variables. To clarify these terms beyond giving the students definitions and examples of 
each, draw graphs of example experiments. The independent variable is going to be 
represented on the x-axis, and the dependent variable on the y. This activity is a good 
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thought exercise for students to visualize the difference between variable types and start 
thinking about data graphically.   
Once the students understand the basics of the scientific method, and are able to 
define each component, have the student groups generate a set of hypotheses and 
predictions about the effect of fly acclimation treatment (independent variable) on the 
flies’ CCRT (dependent variable). Depending on your class level, you may find it useful 
for students draw their predictions in graph form. In other words, have the students 
predict what their results would look like if the alternate hypothesis is supported.   
The next activity is to separate flies into different acclimation treatments. Students 
will transfer anesthetized flies in groups of ten to new food vials destined for the 
acclimation treatments. In my classroom, we had access to three incubators, room 
temperature (22C), warm (33C) and cool (16C). Depending on your space and 
supplies, you can choose to do only two temperatures, or modify the temperatures. 
Once each student group has 10 flies (or more) per acclimation group, students 
will label their vials with markers and tape and place vials in the appropriate temperature 
chamber. The flies will acclimate to these temperatures for one week. During this time, 
they should not need any additional food or care.  
 Laboratory Exercise #3: Cold treatment and data collection 
The goal for this lab is to expose flies to the cold treatment and collect chill coma 
recovery time data for the experiment.     
Lab Prep 
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For this lab, you will use an ice-water slurry (0C) to cold-treat the flies. Before 
the experiment, flies will need to be transferred from the vials with food to clean vials 
without food (or the flies will drop and stick in the food media). Submerge fly vials in a 
stryofoam cooler with ice water slurry, using Styrofoam tube racks to keep water out.  
We (the instructors) transferred flies to clean tubes and started the 2 h cold-shock 
treatment prior to class. Thus, when the students arrived, they only had to collect data on 
CCRT. For a longer lab period (≥3 h) students may be able to start the cold shock 
treatment at the beginning of class, although there will be 2 h of downtime afterwards.   
Lab Overview 
In this exercise, students will perform the cold shock experiment and collect data.  
Explain the process of measuring CCRT to the class. Remind the students the flies will be 
in a reversible chill-coma state, and they are to measure the time of recovery. Once the 2 
h cold shock treatment is finished, students will dump flies into labeled petri dishes and 
immediately start their timers. They will record the time it takes for each fly to stand up 
and begin walking around. Students can divide the tasks so that one group member uses 
their phone or other device as a stop-watch, another one watches the flies, and a third 
records the CCRT.  
 Laboratory Exercise #4: Data analysis 
The goal of this lab is to analyze the results of the experiment. For my group, with 
limited statistical background, I opted for a simple one-way ANOVA test using an open-
access website (https://www.socscistatistics.com/). You may choose to run a more 
complicated analysis, such as modeling in R, or use other software like JMP or SAS.   
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Lab Overview 
In this lab, students run statistical analyses on their CCRT data. We chose to have 
students run a one-way ANOVA comparing mean CCRT across the three acclimation 
treatments. Students can use Google Sheets to organize their data and the website “Social 
Science Statistics” (https://www.socscistatistics.com/) to run the tests.  Be sure to explain 
to students what this test is comparing (means and variance of CCRT across acclimation 
treatments) and what its output will be (F statistic and p-value). During this lab, students 
will also graph their data. I chose to use box and whisker plots and have the students 
draw them by hand on provided graphing paper. I found this was a useful exercise to not 
only get students to think about their data graphically, but to use Google Sheets to 
calculate simple statistics (mean, median, min, max, quartiles) that can be applied outside 
the classroom. The students enjoyed the break from using the computer, and many found 
a creative outlet in drawing the graphs by hand.  
 Laboratory Exercise #5: Compare results to temperature data 
 The goal of this lab is to make a connection between the acclimation experiment 
and climate change in the real world. Using freely-accessed temperature data, students 
can see what environmental conditions flies experience, and using the knowledge from 
the experiment, how flies may survive various temperature conditions.   
Lab Overview 
This lab exercise provides students real-world temperature data to make 
predictions about cold stress and acclimatization for flies in nature. In my class, I 
provided a 5-year data set on historical temperature data from winters in three distinct 
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areas: Moran, MI, Lexington, KY and Key Largo, FL. Using a website run by NOAA 
(www.ncdc.noaa.gov) you can request access to daily summaries which include 
minimum, maximum and average daily temperatures from a wide range of weather 
stations. Students organized the data by month and calculated monthly averages for all 
three variables (daily minimum, daily maximum, and daily average) for all three 
locations. Given your class level, you may opt to have them obtain these data on their 
own to gain experience using publicly available repositories for climate data.   
 Using Google Sheets, students can create a table of the temperature data and plot 
bar graphs of the monthly summaries. Remind the students that the minimum daily 
temperature represents the cold-shock that flies in the wild experience, and the daily 
average would be equivalent to the acclimation treatment temperature.   
 Depending on your class level, it may be useful to include a discussion on the 
short and long-term effects of climate change on fly populations. In the short-term, 
insects can cope with changes in climate through phenotypic plasticity. If these 
environmental changes persist, we would expect to see evolutionary adaptation to the 
new thermal environment, especially for animals with short generation times like fruit 
flies (although it is worth noting that the current rate of climate change likely exceeds the 
capacity for adaptation in most organism). These discussions will enhance student 
knowledge and understanding of how climate change is expected to cause phenotypic 
plasticity and adaptation in flies and other organisms. See Sgro et al. 2015.   
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 Laboratory Exercise #6: Present Results 
 The goal of this lab is to have students explain their findings, present data in a 
graphical form, and explain the significance of their results in the context of climate 
change. I opted for a short lab-report and a class discussion between the groups. You may 
choose to alter this to include poster presentations or oral reports, depending on class 
level and your preferred method of assessment.   
Lab Overview 
Students compile their experimental and weather data in a short 2-page lab report. 
For our students, we required them to define the components of the scientific method, 
predict how cold-exposure and phenotypic plasticity may influence individual 
population structure and ultimately shape the evolution of ectotherms, and evaluate 
how ectotherms may respond to future temperature regimes predicted by climate 
change models. As my students were non-majors, I wasn’t concerned with their mastery 
of scientific literature, but more so that they could describe how the scientific method 
could be used to answer a real-world problem. Overall, my goal was for students to 
understand that climate change is not only an issue for humans but that changes in 
temperature, including winter conditions, can have significant impacts on living 
organisms.     
 Teaching Discussion 
The primary goal of this lesson is to understand how organisms response to 
changes in their environment and the implications for climate change. I use an 
experiment on phenotypic plasticity of cold tolerance to demonstrate an animal’s ability 
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to acclimate to its environment, and use the results in conjunction with real climate data 
to make predications on animal responses to climate change. Within this goal, I had 
several learning outcomes, discussed below.     
 Understanding the Scientific Method 
My students were upper level non-majors taking the course as a required science 
credit, and many hadn’t taken a biology course since high school. While they could recite 
the steps of the scientific method, they initially had difficulty explaining and applying 
them. For instance, some students had difficulty identifying independent and dependent 
variables. I incorporated class discussions and drew graphs and charts on the board to 
help students see what we were about to tackle in the experiment. Once the information 
was presented to students in multiple formats, they were able to independently come up 
with hypothesis and draw graphs of their expected data. Student feedback about this 
outcome was positive, with one student remarking “I appreciated how we went over the 
scientific method and how it corresponds to real world situations”.   
 Phenotypic Plasticity to Temperature with Climate Change Emphasis 
This lesson tests flies’ ability to acclimate to different temperature and alter their 
tolerance to extreme cold. We then used real climatic data to predict insect responses to 
climate change. For the laboratory portion, students directly observe the connection 
between cold-exposure and physiological function of the fly, and how tolerance of cold 
varies depending on what environment the fly lives in.  For the activity with climate data, 
students extrapolate how temperature change may impact insect populations structure and 
ultimately their evolution.      
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 The activity with real climate data hit home for many students. They were 
unaware that detailed climate data are freely accessible through the NOAA database, and 
they appreciated being able to make a real-world connection to their lab-generated data.  
While organizing the temperature data and creating graphs was initially difficult, by 
working in pairs and small groups they were able to combine skills to visualize their data.  
Student feedback about this portion of the activity was again positive, with one student 
remarking, “I had understood the concepts of phenotypic plasticity and cold tolerance 
prior to this portion of the lab, but it [i.e., the activity with real climate data] was 
interesting to look at and was complimentary to what we had already done.”   
 Conclusion 
This lesson was designed to reinforce the importance of phenotypic plasticity in 
dealing with temperature change in an animal system. The activity was presented under 
the umbrella of climate change and how changes in the winter seasons may impact 
animals, especially ectotherms. Students were given a problem (how do flies deal with 
cold exposure) and used the scientific method to discover possible solutions. During this 
lesson, students are exposed to various skillsets that are useful both in the class and real-
life. These skills include using a scientific mindset to solve a problem, how to think of 
data both graphically and statistically, how to design and interpret graphs, and how to 
think about complicated problems in a synthesized manner. This lesson also promotes 
team building skills, oral and visual and written communication and the ability to 
troubleshoot issues all of which translate both in and outside the classroom.   
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Table 2.  Lesson plan timeline 
Activity Description Estimated 
Time 
Notes 
Laboratory #1: Introduction to Relevant Topics  
Introduction Introduction to 
Drosophila, 
phenotypic plasticity, 
cold tolerance in 
insects and climate 
change 
~45 min • Discuss with students:  
• The fly life cycle and how it is dependent on 
temperature 
• the basics of phenotypic plasticity 
• cold tolerance in insects and climate change 
Discussion How ectotherms 
depend on 
temperature 
~15 min • Discuss how ectotherms (i.e. fruit flies) depend on 
temperature for most of their biology and how 
temperatures of our world are changing.  
• Get students to think about how being able to 
phenotypically adapt to their environment would be 
beneficial.   
Laboratory #2: Generating Hypotheses and Separating Flies into Acclimation Treatments  
Lab Setup Adult flies needed for 
this lab 
 • Make sure you have ~30 flies per group of students 
for setting up acclimation treatments  
Scientific 
Method 
Introduce students to 
steps of scientific 
method 
~15 min • Use examples and draw graphs on the board to help 
students understand hypotheses generation, 
variables and data analysis  
Fly Handling 
 
Separate flies into 
acclimation vials 
~45 min • Following protocols detailed in Supporting File S1, 
handle fruit flies and separate into vials for week-
long acclimation treatments 
Laboratory #3: Cold Treatment and Data Collection  
Lab Setup Place fly vials in 
stryofoam coolers for 
cold shock treatment 
2 h • Setting up the cold shock treatment prior to the 
students getting to lab will decrease amount of time 
required in lab.  The cold shock treatment will be 2 
hours long, then the students can start measuring 
time to recovery.  
Data Collection Measure CCRT ~45 min • Students will use phones or stopwatches to record 
the time it takes for flies to start moving after the 
cold shock treatment 
Laboratory #4: Data Analysis  
Introduction to 
Statistical Test 
Explain why we are 
using a one-way 
~20 min • Using graphs and other visuals to help students 
understand what the test is comparing (treatment 
groups) and what a significant result means 
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ANOVA with repeated 
measures 
Group Data 
Analysis 
Using the freely 
available website, 
socscistatistics.com, 
analyze CCRT using a 
one-way ANOVA 
~ 40 min • Students can work in pairs or groups to import data 
and analyze using the website 
Laboratory #5: Compare Results to Temperature Data  
Introduction How climate change is 
impacting winter 
~15min • Refresh students on the expected changes during the 
winter season due to climate change, how its un-
predictability may influence flies in nature 
Data Analysis Students organize and 
visualize climate data 
~45 min • Using the NOAA-generated temperature data sets 
from three locations in the US, compare the winter 
seasons using graphs and discussion 
Laboratory #6: Present Results  
Discussion Tie the ideas of this lab 
together and 
synthesize what the 
students learned 
~60 min  • This lab is very open and can tailored to your specific 
group.  We chose to have students write a short lab 
report and had an open classroom discussion on the 
bigger themes of the lesson plan. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Temperature is one of the most important abiotic factors affecting organisms, 
especially arthropods. Environmental temperature for ectotherms influences behavior and 
activity level (Jiao et al., 2009), physiology (Denlinger & Lee, 2010), predator-prey 
dynamics (Rall et al., 2010) and energy reserves (Hahn and Denlinger 2007, 2011) all of 
which can lead to changes in life-history (Bale and Hayward 2010) and distribution 
(Overgaard & MacMillan, 2017). Arthropods in temperate environments are subject to 
wide ranges in temperature and other stressors. The winter season, characterized by low 
temperatures and decreased water and nutrient availabilities, varies geographically more 
than summer conditions (Bonan, 2015), influencing arthropod variation in biological 
processes more than the growing seasons (Williams et al., 2015). The winter season can 
influence arthropod individual performance, community composition and ecological 
interactions, and changes in winter temperature can have cascades of impacts from cold 
injury, energy balance and community interactions (Williams et al., 2015).  There has 
been considerable effort to understand arthropod overwintering from a molecular, 
physiological, ecological and evolutionary levels (Denlinger & Lee, 2010).  However, 
outside a few well-studied models, many aspects of arthropod overwintering are poorly 
understood.   
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The need to understand a wider range of arthropod responses to the winter season 
is even more imperative when looking into the future. Climate change predictions show 
drastic impacts on the winter seasons, as compared to the warmer growing seasons.  
Increased average temperatures (IPCC, 2013), increased heterogeneity of temperatures of 
local habitats (Walther et al., 2002) and increased intensity of extreme weather events, 
such as cold snaps and warm spells (Wang & Dillon, 2014) are predicted and would 
make the winter temperature regimes less consistent, subjecting the arthropods within 
temperate areas to stressors beyond normal low temperatures. Climate change is having 
unprecedented influence on ecosystems, not only in temperate, but in polar regions as 
well.  Polar ecosystems are predicted to show increased mean air temperatures, changes 
in precipitation regimes, and increased variability in temperature and overall weather 
patterns (Turner et al., 2014). Species within these communities differ in their responses 
to this environmental variability, with some species showing little to no response (Mulder 
et al., 2017), while others show dramatic changes in life history, activity and/or 
phenology (Convey et al., 2002). These shifts brought on by climate change can alter the 
structure and function of biological communities. A better understanding of the 
community-level responses to climate change is essential, because the structure and 
composition of communities contribute to how ecosystems function, and how they will 
tolerate future conditions (Koltz et al., 2018).   
This first portion of this dissertation is aimed to investigate the impacts of winter 
on an understudied arthropod, the wolf spider Schizocosa stridulans (Araneae: 
Lycosidae). This spider is an abundant leaf litter predator that is widespread across 
forests of the eastern deciduous Nearctic (Stratton, 1991). Members of this genus have 
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been previously studied for their courtship behaviors (eg. Clark et al.,  2011; Uetz & 
Roberts, 2002), predator dynamics (Toft & Wise, 1999; Wise & Chen, 1999), and 
ecosystem processes (Lensing & Wise, 2006). However, there is little information on 
their cold hardiness and winter-feeding ecology. Here, I investigate the impact of the 
winter season, including low temperature and limited prey availabilities, on various 
aspects of the spider’s overwintering physiology. In chapters 2 and 3 I detail two studies, 
the first a study of field-collected spiders throughout a winter season, and the second, a 
lab study investigating the influence of different thermal regimes on spider overwintering 
physiology. These studies elucidate how a common arthropod in temperate environments 
respond to the winter season, and how climate change may influence its survival during 
this season.   
In the fourth chapter, I investigate a different system of cold-adapted arthropod in 
order to understand how ecological variables may influence its distribution in an extreme 
habitat. The Antarctic midge, Belgica antarctica, is the continent’s only endemic insect, 
found exclusively on offshore islands along the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. 
The midge occurs in considerable variation in both distribution and abundance across 
islands. Previous ecological work suggests abiotic factors influence arthropod distribution 
in this extreme habitat, more than biotic (Kennedy, 1993; Convey, 1996; Hogg et al., 
2006; Sinclair et al., 2006; Bissett et al., 2014; Chown & Convey, 2016), but more recent 
studies suggest trophic cascades of nitrogen deposits from penguin colonies and seal 
rookeries increase the availability of this limited nutrient, thus increasing the plant and 
arthropod densities (Bokhorst et al., 2019). In chapter 4 I detail a field-study investigating 
the abiotic and biotic influences on the distribution and abundance of the Antarctic 
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midge. Using multivariate statistical methods, our results show that midges were found in 
higher densities with increased algae present, rather than the nutrients found associated 
with moss, showing that at small spatial scales, the relationship between the midge and its 
environment is complex and nuanced. Due to the limited biotic communities, any 
changes can have dramatic effects on the ecosystem as a whole and should be studied 
further.   
The final chapter of this dissertation focuses on a laboratory module focused on 
themes of my research repertoire. The primary goal of the lesson is to teach students how 
organisms respond to their physical environment and how researchers can use this 
knowledge to predict biological impacts of climate change. I apply the concepts of 
phenotypic plasticity and thermal biology so that students can appreciate the importance 
of temperature on all levels of an organisms’ biology and ecology. Using real-world 
climate data, students gain an understanding of how changes in our world’s temperature 
regimes can impact biological systems.   
 Physiological Responses to Low Temperature, Impacts from Climate Change 
In chapter 2, I detail a study testing the hypothesis that overwintering wolf spiders 
maximize warm winter days to grow and enhance spring fitness. I measured weight gain, 
energy stores and cryoprotectant accumulation in spiders collected in the field from 
October through March. Spiders showed a marked increase in weight, almost 4x 
throughout the sampling window, suggesting they are capable of taking advantage of 
limited prey availabilities and lower competition to increase body size. I measured three 
macronutrients: proteins, lipids and carbohydrates. I had hypothesized that these would 
remain steady throughout the winter, to provide energy for locomotion and growth.  
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Protein stores followed this hypothesis, showing consistent levels throughout most of the 
winter, suggesting they can accumulate and utilize this macronutrient for growth. Lipid 
stores decreased steadily from October to March. This result could suggest the prey 
available to the spiders was not enough to replenish their lipid stores, or more likely, an 
allometric shift in body composition as spiders grew larger.  Carbohydrates did not 
follow a seasonal trend but tended to be higher in the beginning and mid-winter months. 
Finally, spiders showed a seasonal accumulation of glycerol, myo-inositol and several 
other known cryoprotectants. Levels in the spiders were lower than those typically found 
in overwintering arthropods, and taken together with other studies showing a lack of 
seasonal depression of their supercooling point suggests spiders utilize these 
cryoprotectants to protect against nonfreezing injury or to stabilize their supercooling 
point.  
Overall, this study showed that spiders were physiologically capable of significant 
growth during the winter season, but perhaps less equipped to deal with extreme periods 
of low temperatures. The lack of major accumulation of cryoprotectants, along with 
previous studies showing a lack of supercooling point, suggests this spider may be 
susceptible to prolonged cold snaps, or sudden drops in temperature during the winter 
season. Thus, the trade-off between potential cold injury or death due to low temperature 
events may be outweighed by the potential fitness benefit by gaining weight throughout 
the winter to be ready for a spring reproduction. As these spiders only live for one 
calendar year, adults must make the most of their reproduction, and perhaps utilizing this 
winter niche with reduced competition for prey allows them to do so.    
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In chapter 3, I take this information a step beyond the field by using a lab-
manipulated thermal regime that reflects climate change predictions to the winter season.  
I subjected spiders to a current winter, reflective of historical winter data from the 
collection site, a warmer winter, with increased average temperatures, and a variable 
winter, with increased average temperatures and also increased variability in daily high 
and low thermal regime. Spiders were subjected to an 8-week “winter”, with weekly 
drops in temperature, and then an 8-week “spring”, with weekly increases in temperature.  
At 4, 8 and 16-week time points, I measured spiders’ ability to maintain locomotion at 
low temperatures, their critical thermal minimum (CTmin), and their ability to withstand a 
cold event, measured through their supercooling point (SCP).  I also measured energy 
stores of lipids, proteins and carbohydrates at these time points, and tracked weight gain 
of a select group of spiders throughout the entire experimental time frame. Overall my 
results showed spiders’ CTmin was plastic to thermal regime, that is, it was higher in the 
warmer winter regimes. Their supercooling point was not plastic, and supports previous 
studies with this group of spider that show they are not capable of seasonal depression of 
their supercooling point. Weight gain was unexpectedly higher in the variable winter 
treatment. Protein levels maintained throughout the experiment, and lipids increased 
regardless of treatment, suggesting all spiders were able to maintain protein levels for 
growth and energy requirements were low enough to allow for significant accumulation 
of lipid reserves. Carbohydrates levels followed they hypothesized pattern of decreasing 
with increasing temperature, suggesting this macronutrient is used as an energy source.  
These results represent a limited group of studies that combine both increased 
temperature regimes and increased variability in temperature. Both are predicted to occur 
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with climate change, and yet many temperature manipulation studies only focus on the 
growing season, and only on increased temperature. So, while some of my results are 
contrary to the hypotheses, they only further suggest the need to conduct studies 
considering both facets of temperature changes in climate change scenarios. Looking at 
the spiders’ ability to maintain locomotion at low temperatures, my data show they are 
capable of altering their thermal minimum depending environmental temperature. This 
result suggests that spiders in a warmer winter would be unable to quickly respond to a 
low temperature drop, or sudden cold snap. If the average winter temperature increases, 
spiders will increase their CTmin, and then be unable to handle a severe drop in 
temperature, which may leave the spider unable to find shelter or move from predators. 
The spider’s lack of change in their supercooling point also implies that if an extreme 
temperature drop occurs, they may be left susceptible to internal freezing and death. 
These results taken together suggests that even when winters become warmer, and more 
unpredictable, spiders will be unable to respond appropriately fast enough to survive the 
low temperatures. When looking at the spiders’ weight gain and energy stores throughout 
the experiment, the results are contrary to the hypotheses. I hypothesized that with 
warmer temperatures, energy stores and thus weight gain would decrease, as increased 
metabolism would require more energy and leave spiders in a deficit. However, this trend 
did not occur, as protein levels were maintained, and lipid stores increased throughout the 
experimental time frame. Taken together, these results suggest spiders were given a 
surplus of prey items, and that the energy required was lower than the energy they were 
acquiring. Carbohydrate profiles, however, did follow the hypothesis, suggesting they 
may either be more prone to temperature changes, or perhaps spiders utilize this nutrient 
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as a main energy source. Either way, this macronutrient should be more studied in wolf 
spider and predator nutrition studies overall, as currently it is not seen as a key nutrient in 
their diet.   
Taken together, these two studies give us a glimpse into the effects of the winter 
season and changing thermal regimes on an understudied arthropod. The wolf spider, 
Schizocosa stridulans, is common to forests of the southeastern U.S.  It is part of a 
generalist predator guild that provides ecosystem services through trophic cascades into 
decomposition rates and nutrient turnover (Lawrence & Wise, 2000), and can provide 
beneficial biological control suppression of pests (Rypstra, 1999; Korenko & Pekar, 
2010), especially in early spring predation when other predators are not yet active. Thus, 
understanding their ability to overwinter successfully and handle impending climate 
changes is important on multiple levels. From these studies, it seems that spiders are 
poised to take advantage of warm winter days to locate prey, accumulate nutrients and 
gain a significant amount of weight. However, spiders may be left vulnerable to increased 
unpredictability in thermal regimes and extreme cold snaps, preventing them from 
successfully reaching spring reproduction.   
 Distribution of a Cold-Adapted Arthropod in a Polar Environment 
In chapter 4, I detail a study identifying ecological variables that influence the 
distribution and abundance of a cold-adapted arthropod in a polar environment. The 
Antarctic midge, Belgica antarctica, is found in a patchy distribution on islands in the 
Antarctic peninsula, and factors that underlie their variation in population density are 
unknown. Past studies focused on other arthropods in this environment, collembola and 
mites, have shown the abiotic influences of moisture content were more important than 
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biotic influences of nutrients or species interactions on their distributions (Kennedy, 
1993; Convey, 1996; Hogg et al., 2006; Sinclair et al., 2006; Bissett et al., 2014; Chown 
& Convey, 2016). But new evidence has shown the importance of penguins and seals, 
and their input of nitrogen into the environment determines distribution of plant life and 
thus the arthropods that rely on it (Bokhorst et al., 2019). However, these new studies 
focused on large areas of study, and did not include midges in their analyses. Here, I 
conducted a field survey across five islands around the Palmer Station area in the 
Antarctic peninsula. From a total of 20 plots per island, we measured midge density, 
collembola and mite densities, total carbon and nitrogen and elemental substances of the 
substrate (Ca, Mg, Na, K, P, Fe, S).  I calculated percent cover of moss, algae, grass and 
rocks of the plot area.  I collected soil samples to analyze for bacterial and fungal 
communities using 16s sequencing. I also measured substrate moisture and pH. From 
these data, I ran multidimensional linear models, testing for significant influences of 
these variables on midge density. Results show midges tended to occur at higher densities 
in plant-rich areas, particularly those containing algae, and that carbon and sodium 
content of the substrate was negatively associated with population density. Contrary to 
previous work, I did not find that substrate moisture or nitrogen had a significant 
influence on midge abundance.   
Overall my results indicate that factors driving broad-scale variation in arthropod 
abundance are distinct from those that drive fine-scale variation. That is, the input of 
nitrogen from penguins and seal areas do not necessarily impact local midge abundance, 
and when looking at their distribution on a fine-scale, their population isn’t strongly tied 
to any specific environmental factor. The lack of definitive environmental factors 
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determining midge abundance poses problems when trying to assess how midges will 
respond to changes to their environment, due to climate change or other anthropogenic 
force, such as invasion of other species. Antarctic environments are sensitive to such 
perturbation, thus understanding the ecological drivers of the species distributions in this 
area are critical for predicting their responses to environmental change.   
 Future Directions 
My work elucidates how important it is to understand arthropods responses to low 
temperatures, from individual physiological responses to population distributions that can 
influence ecosystem responses. Given their high abundance and diversity in nature, 
arthropods are excellent organisms to study the effects of low temperature, whether 
looking at temperate overwintering spiders, or population distributions of a polar insect. 
My work on the former has shown a common generalist predator is reactive to 
temperature changes, and may be subject to injury, harm or even death, in winter 
warming scenarios. Further studies should focus on the influence of cryoprotectants in 
these organisms, whether they do indeed aid in survival at low temperatures, or if 
accumulated in higher amounts would hinder locomotion, thus preventing feeding. I 
would also suggest more work into the relationship between temperature and energy 
stores, particularly carbohydrates and lipids, as these are the major source of energy and 
would predict the spider’s ability to maintain locomotion and feeding. Finally, I wish to 
further this work by understanding the influence this top predator has on ecosystem 
services, such as decomposition and nutrient turnover. I would investigate influence the 
spider may have on early spring predation, and thus the trophic cascade into the brown 
food web of collembola and other arthropods that aid in decomposition. Understanding 
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the impacts on trophic cascades can elucidate how the winter season, and winter 
warming, may cause changes in important nutrient turnovers, like nitrogen or carbon, that 
can help answer a broad array of questions, from plant production and carbon cycling. 
My work in the Antarctic ecosystem is one of the only studies investigating the 
ecological relationships between limited players. While the Antarctic midge is well 
studied in its life-history, physiology and stress tolerances, very little is understood in 
terms of its relationship to the environment. As climate change is an ever-increasing force 
and with polar regions being under threat, this topic is very much needed. To understand 
how an organism interacts with its environment, and the factors that influence its 
distribution will help us understand how it may respond to future environmental changes.   
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